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Foreword

The World Bank Study *Human Rights Indicators in Development: An Introduction* offers a preliminary perspective on the relevance of human rights indicators to development practice. It elucidates in general terms the significance of human rights indicators for development processes and outcomes, in particular through how they connect the normative standards embodied in human rights and development data. This study effectively outlines the assessment and diagnostic functions of human rights indicators in the context of development, offering a review of methodological approaches on human rights measurement, exploring in general terms different types of human rights indicators and their potential implications for development at three different levels of convergence or integration. The study also includes a basic conceptual framework for approaching the relationship between rights and development and approaches to human rights integration in development. The study contributes a worthwhile theoretic introduction to a complex issue of growing relevance in a number of areas of development which may be of interest to practitioners and scholars in a variety of institutional settings, including that of the WBG.

*Human Rights Indicators in Development: An Introduction* is one recent output of broader World Bank Group efforts underway to explore the relevance of human rights to its work. The World Bank contributes to the realization of human rights in different areas and in different ways, whether through improving poor people’s access to health, education, food and water, promoting the participation of indigenous peoples in decision-making and or promoting accountability, transparency and governance.

Most recently, the World Bank Group established a knowledge and learning program supported by the Nordic Trust Fund (NTF). The program comprises a range of research, analytical and operational activities across the World Bank Group designed to help the World Bank develop a more informed view on human rights. It is aimed at improving existing Bank involvement on human rights in the overall context of the Bank’s core mission of promoting economic growth and poverty reduction. OPCS and LEG are pleased to support the publication of this Study as part of that program and are grateful to the Danish government for the generous support of the research upon which it is founded.

Hassane Cisse,
Deputy General Counsel,
Knowledge and Research,
Legal Vice Presidency,
The World Bank
Abstract

Human rights indicators are central to the application of human rights standards in context and relate essentially to measuring human rights realization, both qualitatively and quantitatively. They offer an empirical or evidence-based dimension to the normative content of human rights legal obligations and provide a means of connecting those obligations with empirical data and evidence and, in this way, relate to human rights accountability and the enforcement of human rights obligations. Human rights indicators are important for both assessment and diagnostic purposes: the assessment function of human rights indicators relates to their use in monitoring accountability, effectiveness, and impact; the diagnostic purpose relates to measuring the current state of human rights implementation and enjoyment in a given context, whether regional, country-specific, or local.

This paper offers a preliminary review of the foregoing in the development context and a general perspective on the significance of human rights indicators for development processes and outcomes. It is not intended to be prescriptive and does not provide specific operational recommendations on the use of human rights indicators in development projects. Nor does it advocate a particular approach or mode of integrating human rights in development or argue for a rights-based approach to development.

This paper is designed to provide development practitioners with a preliminary view on the possible relevance, design, and use of human rights indicators in development policy and practice. It also introduces a basic conceptual framework about the relationship between rights and development, including in the World Bank context. It then moves to methodological approaches on human rights measurement, exploring in general terms different types of human rights indicators and their potential implications for development at three levels of convergence or integration. The paper therefore offers a theoretical introduction to a complex area of growing relevance in a number of areas of development that may be of interest to practitioners and scholars in a variety of institutional settings.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>Accra Agenda for Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>American Bar Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment of Punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Country Assistance Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEELI</td>
<td>Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRI</td>
<td>Cingranelli-Richards Human Rights Data Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPIA</td>
<td>Country Policy and Institutional Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-AC</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the Convention of the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPD</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIDA</td>
<td>Danish International Development Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFID</td>
<td>Department for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIHR</td>
<td>Danish Institute for Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDR</td>
<td>Human Development Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBLF</td>
<td>International Business Leaders Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICERD</td>
<td>International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRMW</td>
<td>International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>International Finance Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>International Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAI</td>
<td>IDA Resource Allocation Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSA</td>
<td>International Social Security Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAS</td>
<td>Joint Assistance Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRCA</td>
<td>Human Rights Compliance Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILM</td>
<td>Key Indicators of the Labour Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJAS</td>
<td>Kenya Joint Assistance Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHCHR</td>
<td>Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Operational Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>Poverty Reduction Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBAs</td>
<td>Rights-Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPTW</td>
<td>Social Security throughout the World</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UDHR       Universal Declaration of Human Rights
U.N.       United Nations
UNDP       United Nations Development Programme
UNGC       United Nations Global Compact
UNPO       The Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization
WDR        World Development Report
WHOSIS     World Health Organization Statistical Information System
**CHAPTER 1**

**Introduction**

Human rights indicators are inextricably linked with the application of human rights standards in context, offering an empirical or evidence-based dimension to the normative content of human rights legal obligations. They are essentially concerned with measuring human rights realization, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and assessing validity from a human rights perspective: in this way, they relate to the core of the methodological challenge that human rights present. That methodological challenge is all the more accentuated in the development context, where the place and role of human rights is still debated and where their instrumental role is still contested.

At another level, human rights indicators relate to human rights accountability and the enforcement of human rights obligations. Human rights indicators are an essential part of monitoring the realization of human rights and about substantiating the legal commitments of states under human rights treaties. They are therefore essential to upholding human rights law obligations and giving definition to the standards at the heart of human rights law. As a result, human rights indicators relate also to assessing empowerment and, in the development context, the empowerment of the poorest and most vulnerable rights-holders and those with least access to public goods and services or to channels of political participation.

Finally, there is, in the broader human rights community, a growing interest in clarifying the function and potential of human rights indicators, for both assessment and diagnostic purposes. The assessment function of human rights indicators relates to their use in assessing accountability, effectiveness, and impact; the diagnostic purpose relates to measuring the current state of human rights implementation and enjoyment in a given context, whether regional, country-specific, or local.

This is an introductory paper about the relevance of human rights to the development context and the use of human rights indicators in development activities. It is designed to provide development practitioners with some preliminary perspectives on the relevance, design, and use of human rights indicators in development policy and practice. It explores some of the conceptual challenges confronted in working with human rights indicators and offers a methodological perspective on possible ways to integrate human rights into development policies and programming. It also offers some theoretical perspectives on development and human rights more generally and includes an introduction to the U.N. human rights treaty framework and the work on indicators being developed under that. The paper begins with a basic conceptual perspective on the relationship between human rights and development and moves to methodological approaches on human rights measurement based on different levels and types of integration or convergence. It therefore offers a basic introduction and initial theoretical foundation for the possible formulation of operational approaches to human rights in development projects.

It is important to note, however, that this paper is not intended to be prescriptive and does not provide specific operational recommendations on the use of human rights indicators in development projects. Nor does it advocate a particular approach or mode
of integrating human rights in development or argue for a rights-based approach to
development. Both the adoption of a human rights–based approach and the integration of
human rights are distinct from the definition and use of human rights indicators, although,
as this review illustrates, some reliance on human rights indicators is implied whatever the
mode or approach taken to human rights integration.
CHAPTER 2

Human Rights and Development: Toward Mutual Reinforcement

Introduction

This chapter offers some perspectives about human rights and development to frame the ensuing discussion of their interrelationship and the role of human rights indicators. "Human Rights [ . . . ] are literally the rights that one has because one is human." A human right is "a universal moral right, something which all men everywhere, at all times ought to have, something of which no one may be deprived without a grave affront to justice, something which is owing to every human being simply because he is human." The organizing principles and legal standards relied upon in this introduction are those of international human rights law. The relevant sources of international human rights obligation are customary international law, jus cogens or obligations erga omnes, general international law, and the treaties that comprise the international human rights treaty framework. At the heart of the latter is the "international bill of rights," which is the foundation of the modern international human rights law, comprising the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (1947) and two covenants: the ICCPR and the ICESCR (1966). In addition to these instruments, there are seven core international treaties, which cover racism, discrimination against women, torture, the rights of the child, the rights of migrant workers and their families, the rights of persons with disabilities, and enforced disappearances (not yet enforced). Each treaty establishes a committee of experts to monitor the implementation of treaty provisions by state parties. Some of these treaties are supplemented by optional protocols that address additional concerns or provide a means for individuals to send individual communications alleging violations of particular treaty rights.

The operative understanding of human rights relied on in this paper is derived from the international human rights law framework comprised of these core treaties. This framework is of pervasive relevance to this paper, through its broad substantive coverage and the obligations it generates that are applicable to several areas and at separate levels (dimensions, principles, obligations) and supported by institutions and processes that have developed a well-established body of jurisprudence over many years. Beyond these treaties in force, however, the international human rights law framework continues to evolve, through the ratification of new human rights instruments, the establishment of new international courts and tribunals adjudicating human rights law issues, and the increasing understanding of the relevance of human rights to new areas, such as corporate social responsibility, corporate actors, international organizations, and the fields of environment, trade, intellectual property, and development. This report is primarily concerned with the last of these, and, for its part too, development has evolved considerably. The current understanding of the concept of development is broad-based and multifaceted, emphasizing social and human in addition to economic development. The breadth of perspectives that underpin development today is evident in the Millennium Goals, in which poverty reduction goals are expressed in terms of incomes but also social and environmental change and in
relation to gender.\textsuperscript{9} The \textit{Millennium Report} likewise evidences an expansive understanding of development, its proper remit, and its objectives. In the World Bank, this more holistic conception was reflected in the Comprehensive Development Framework\textsuperscript{10} and evident in its tackling issues such as discrimination, health epidemics, state fragility, post-conflict situations, as well as a host of governance and institutional questions, including corruption. Similar breadth is evident in the World Bank \textit{Social Development Strategy} (2004), which is founded on the principles of cohesion, inclusion, and accountability.\textsuperscript{11} The WDR 2006 on \textit{Equity and Development} offered clear endorsement of a broadened understanding of development and to the place of equity in development strategies. U.N. agencies such as the UNDP build policies on a similarly comprehensive conceptualization of development, highlighting human freedom, choice, and participation.\textsuperscript{12} A consensus has therefore emerged on the need for a holistic approach to development, but the question of whether and how to integrate human rights in that understanding is still debated. Some argue that the goals of development can and should be formulated in human rights terms,\textsuperscript{13} whereas others contend that the relationship is better understood as a process of convergence, the end result of which is not yet settled as far as development strategies are concerned.

The debate about human rights in development and human rights–based approaches to development has gained prominence over the past 10 years as a result of an evolution in thinking in both areas and a reevaluation of development programs since the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights in 1993. The Secretary-General’s 2002 Report \textit{In Larger Freedom}, submitted in advance of the Millennium Review Summit, gave strong endorsement to the links between development and human rights.\textsuperscript{14} Certain strands of the debate have resulted in a bridging of gaps between development and human rights. Comparing current debates and discourse with those of the late 1990s, a number of changes can be observed. First, there has been a growing acceptance of the place of economic and social rights in development policy;\textsuperscript{15} stronger donor focus on empowerment and equity have made social rights fulfilment a more consistent priority. Second, there is a more prevalent integration of human rights and governance policy of donors and international organizations, i.e., the governance agenda of donors has been broadened to encompass human rights. Third, there is a more prominent and substantiated linkage of human rights, development, and security, as well as state fragility, as exemplified in the U.N. Secretary-General’s Report \textit{In Larger Freedom}. Fourth, an understanding has emerged of the connection between human rights and environmental and energy development, including questions related to environmental justice\textsuperscript{16} and climate change.\textsuperscript{17} Notwithstanding such changes, obstacles to the integration of human rights in development remain. The fact that the Millennium Development Goals were formulated without reference to human rights is illustrative of the challenges.\textsuperscript{18} Reviewing how the MDGs affect human rights and development integration, Philip Alston observed that the “acknowledgement of the importance of human rights [in development policy] has yet to have a systematic impact on the ground.”\textsuperscript{19}

However, recent developments support a growing convergence between development and human rights, identifying synergies and commonalities and highlighting the mutual relevance of the two spheres rather than the disconnects or tensions between them.\textsuperscript{20} This is consistent with a growing trend among donors toward integrating human rights into development strategies, ranging from full human rights–based approaches, to human rights mainstreaming, human rights dialogues, specific human rights projects, and the implicit or nonexplicit incorporation of human rights considerations.\textsuperscript{21} Commentators have taken as their starting points for complementary strategies the overlapping spheres of influence and the interdependence of issues. The emergence of increasingly more holistic conceptions of development is consistent with this, offering an opportunity for identifying common overall objectives and “mutual reinforcement.”\textsuperscript{22} It is now widely viewed that human rights have relevance for other international goals, including development. The 2003 \textit{U.N. Common Understanding on a Human Rights–Based Approach to Development Cooperation} (Stamford Declaration)\textsuperscript{23} and the 2005 \textit{U.N. Millennium
Project Report evidence this. So too did the Secretary General’s 2005 report In Larger Freedom, predicated on the connection of human rights to sustainable development and security. Human rights have been central to the U.N. reform agenda, as evidenced in “Action 2” and the interagency Plan of Action (2004–2008), which placed a strong emphasis on mainstreaming and on support to country-level efforts of Member States. In 2008, the Secretary General issued a Policy Decision on Human Rights and Development prompting the establishment of a new UNDG mechanism on human rights mainstreaming to promote a coordinated and coherent U.N. system-wide approach toward the integration of human rights principles and international standards into U.N. operational activities for development.

Under the aegis of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) Network on Governance (Govnet) Human Rights Task Team, a study was commissioned entitled Integrating Human Rights in Development: A Synthesis of Donor Approaches and Experiences, 2006. That work outlines in broad terms the various ways in which development practice had developed to embrace human rights considerations and the varied levels at which integration can take place and the different forms it can assume. The study formed the basis of an “Action-Oriented Policy Paper on Human Rights and Development” that was approved by the OECD DAC in February 2007. The paper includes 10 principles to guide the process of integrating human rights into development. The work of the task team has continued to explore the connections between human rights and development in a number of substantive areas, including aid effectiveness, the connections and mutual relevance of the Paris Declaration Principles and human rights, the nexus between human rights and state fragility, and conflict prevention, and the link between human rights and pro-poor growth. Finally, relevant connections between human rights and development are strongly manifest in the European Union’s (EU) approach to human rights in its external relations and increasingly in its approach to development cooperation, including in its 2001 Guidelines on Human Rights Dialogues and in the 2006 Council Regulation establishing a European Instrument on Human Rights and Democratisation.

World Bank Approach to Convergence

The World Bank’s approach to human rights can be characterized as broadly supportive of human rights discourse without being explicitly, systematically, or strategically engaged in it. Since the late 1990s, the Bank has posited its role as supporting the realization of human rights. Although some of its public statements have emphasized economic and social rights more than civil and political rights, others have underscored the indirect benefits of its activities on a broader range of human rights. Marking the 50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Bank issued a publication entitled Development and Human Rights: The Role of the World Bank (1998). It states:

The Bank contributes directly to the fulfilment of many human rights articulated in the Universal Declaration. Through its support of primary education, health care and nutrition, sanitation, housing and the environment, the Bank has helped hundreds of millions of people attain crucial economic and social rights. In other areas, the Bank’s contributions are necessarily less direct, but perhaps equally significant. By helping to fight corruption, improve transparency and accountability in governance, strengthening judicial systems and modernizing financial sectors, the Bank contributes to building environments in which people are better able to pursue a broader range of human rights.

The 2006 World Development Report on Equity and Development explored the ways in which structural and distributional inequalities can hinder development. The overall policy implication of the report, as well as its substantive messages about inequities within and between countries, are consistent with a number of key human rights principles. More recently, the Bank launched the Nordic Trust Fund, an initiative designed to develop a more
informed view among Bank staff on how human rights relate to the Bank's core work and mission of promoting economic growth and poverty reduction. “The NTF is a $20 million multi-year and multi donor internal knowledge and learning program which will support activities that capture and make available knowledge about how human rights relate to the Bank's analytical sector/thematic work, including strategy, planning and implementation and, increase awareness among staff and management of how the Bank's work and human rights are related and how human rights aspects can be applied to the Bank's work.”34

Although not reflective of an official World Bank approach, successive General Counsels of the World Bank have emphasized the positive linkages between human rights and development practices, offering increasingly explicit endorsement of human rights as relevant to standard-setting in development and conducive of accountability and empowerment. As General Counsel between 2003 and 2006, Roberto Dañino stated that “all human rights are indivisible, interdependent and interrelated” and in asserting his view of the relevance of both types of rights to the Bank, set forth a new perspective on the political prohibitions of the Articles.35 Later, Roberto Dañino wrote: “The significance of this for the Bank is that, in my opinion, it can and should take into account human rights because, given the way international law has evolved with respect to concepts of sovereignty and interference, the Bank would not fall foul of the political prohibitions of the Articles. Globalization has forced us to broaden the range of issues that are of global concern. Human rights lie at the heart of that global challenge.”36 In 2006, the then World Bank Group General Counsel, Ana Palacio, characterized the relevance of human rights in the following terms: “Human rights now constitute defined legal standards of the international constitutional order. Seven core international human rights treaties have been ratified by the majority of the world's countries. A significant body of international legal obligations and jurisprudence now exists with respect to a core of civil and political as well as economic, social and cultural rights.”37 These statements offer a view of an evolving and increasingly permissive view of the Bank's Articles of Agreement relative to human rights. They locate human rights within the broad legal framework of the Articles, outlining the seminal influence of international law on the evolution of the Articles' interpretation.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the official approach of the Bank is based on outlining the substantive and factual ways in which its activities overlap with the human rights through the reach of Bank projects and program areas touching upon human rights.38 This is confirmed also in the orientation of the new Nordic Trust Fund and its principal aim of increasing awareness among staff and management of how the Bank's work and human rights are related and how human rights aspects can be applied to the Bank's work. In this way, the approach acknowledges the substantive interrelatedness of human rights and development but remains nonexplicit in terms of the direct or formal relevance of specific duties or international treaty obligations. In assessing the relevance of human rights indicators for development, it is therefore important to recognize the legal and institutional constraints within which several international development institutions, including most multilateral development banks, still operate. In the case of the World Bank, it is apposite to note the special relevance of the political prohibitions emanating from Articles III, Section 10, and IV, Section 10, of the IBRD Articles of Agreement.39 These considerations provide the backdrop for any appraisal of the integration of human rights in the policies and programs of those institutions and remain strongly determinative of the potential for the relevance of human rights indicators in practice. The appropriate response to such inquiries in particular institutional contexts warrants in-depth research and careful individual consideration and lies beyond the scope of this paper.

Role of Human Rights in Development

Beyond factual observations related to convergence lies the question of the value that human rights offer development and the roles they may play in this context. Human rights and development have experienced a form of “rapprochement” in recent years, and this
part of the discussion considers reasons for this and bases for the integration of human rights in development and the value-added of human rights in this context.

1. Figure 1.1 illustrates the potential role of human rights in development. At an intrinsic level, the growth in the formal acceptance of human rights law and the rate and number of ratification of legally binding agreements reveals the importance of human rights as foundational norms and values at the international level. The intrinsic value of human rights is that they establish a set of values, principles, and rights that are accepted unless they are explicitly negated. The foundational and intrinsic importance of human rights is to explicate and interpret human dignity according to a set of norms, principles, and standards and to define formally and universally the thresholds below which human dignity is threatened or violated.

2. At the more instrumental level, a number of roles can be identified.
   - An important contribution of human rights to development concerns empowerment. Human rights frameworks and discourse facilitate self-reliance and the capacity to make claims by individuals and groups that might otherwise remain marginalized and powerless. The strengthening of freedom through the fulfillment of rights presumes channels for claims and advocacy, enabling demand-side accountability. Corruption and elite capture and control of resources may be less likely to happen in societies where respect for human rights exists.
   - Also at an instrumental level, and a corollary to the empowerment dimension, is the protection that human rights afford individuals and groups in terms of integrity, freedom, equal treatment, and social safety nets. In developing countries such protection is also related to guaranteeing basic standards of

![Figure 1.1. Intrinsic and Instrumental Roles of Human Rights in Development](image-url)
welfare and to the establishment of structures of dispute resolution, legal aid mechanisms, and contract enforcement beyond the capital cities.

- The contribution of human rights to accountability and governance is increasingly recognized by donors and international agencies. This strengthens arguments for instituting human rights dialogues with governments and civil society and for maintaining stronger human rights profiles in sector programs in health (e.g., HIV/AIDS), water, and education.

- Human rights may play a constructive role as emphasized in Sen's conceptualization of development as freedom. Freedoms of speech, association, movement, and the right to participate in public affairs sustain public debates on preferences and priorities and are essential for sustainable development.

Rights-Based Approaches to Development

Rights-based approaches to development feature prominently in discussions of the convergence of human rights and development. The OHCHR has defined an RBA accordingly:

A human rights-based approach is a conceptual framework for the process of human development that is normatively based on international human rights standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting human rights. It seeks to analyse inequalities which lie at the heart of development problems and redress discriminatory practices and unjust distributions of power that impede development progress. Mere charity is not enough from a human rights perspective. Under a human rights-based approach, the plans, policies and processes of development are anchored in a system of rights and corresponding obligations established under international law. This helps to promote sustainability of development work, empowering people themselves—especially the most marginalized—to participate in policy formulation and accountable those who have a duty to act.

The concept of a human rights-based approach is therefore broadly identified according to five basic principles:

- An anchoring of development efforts in human rights norms and standards and obligations
- A perspective that emphasizes analytical as well as operational approaches
- A perspective that focuses on participation and empowerment of rights-holders and on accountability of duty-bearers
- A focus on marginalized groups and on legal instruments that are especially relevant to them
- Assumptions about the centrality of inequality and discrimination as constraints on development progress

Rights-based development thus endeavors, on the one hand, to enhance human rights respect, protection, and fulfilment in developing countries as well as to promote human rights in development contexts and discourse. Rights-based approaches also argue that reliance on human rights rationales enhances development outcomes and development effectiveness, because human rights strategies target the root causes of poverty and have transformative goals. Thus, strategies for rights-based development are predicated on the assumption that the promotion and protection of human rights result in the general strengthening of development from both normative and operational perspectives, because human rights have an intrinsic and instrumental value in relation to achieving development goals. At the methodological level, RBA strategies emphasize (1) processes of enhancing empowerment of marginalized groups, (2) processes of enhancing accountability of
duty-bearers, and (3) collaborative action between rights-holders and duty-bearers. At a strategic and substantial level, rights-based approaches as they are implemented may underscore nondiscrimination, the realization of social rights as much as civil and political rights, and human rights work at local and district levels as components of development cooperation.

The contributions of a rights-based approach to development include providing a solid normative basis for values and policy choices that might otherwise be rendered more negotiable, a normative and legal baseline against which to check the quality of development processes and outcomes, the mandating of an essential minimum standard of enjoyment of rights, and a principle of “do no harm.” RBAs offer legal and quasi-legal forms of recourse for violations or nonrealization of human rights in the context of development and a basis for accountability to states parties, but also to a wider range of actors in international development cooperation. RBAs result in the empowerment of poor people in contexts where their voice is not always heard and their autonomy not always respected; in this respect, RBAs help shift the focus of analysis to the most deprived and excluded. RBAs demand a deeper analysis of political and social power relationships in the public and private spheres, with the result that development programs that use RBAs are based on ex ante analyses of potential harm rather than being reactive in their approach to poverty and violent conflict.

RBAs are, however, not without their own set of difficulties or controversies. As a preliminary matter, there is no one rights-based approach, and the term RBA admits of multiple and competing definitions that may vary substantially across agencies. RBAs are not easily embraced from the development side because of the large normative shift that they require, which often entails a view of poverty as a denial of human rights, casting the net of potential responsibility (and blame) very wide indeed. RBAs presuppose the existence of human rights obligations and bring with them an inevitable political content, both of which are perceived as challenges in certain development circles. At a practical level too, RBAs demand a wholesale change of outlooks and operational frameworks development, requiring substantial training and resources. Such changes are more difficult to argue for when the empirical base and demonstrated value-added benefits of RBAs to traditional development objectives remain to be proven. Moreover, the implementation of RBAs has met significant hurdles, even in agencies with clear policy mandates and analytic bases to pursue them.

**Tensions**

Despite the complementary nature of human rights promotion and development strategies, important tensions persist between them, as summarized in table 1.1. The criticisms of development from the human rights side target an “accountability deficit” and the lack of normative standards against which to assess development processes and outcomes, as well as the primary and overriding economic focus of development policies. The issue of conditionality is a perennial feature of human rights critiques of international financial institutions and donors. Governance programs also have been criticized as too closely tied to “supply-side politics” and public sector management and therefore as being inconsistent with human rights fulfilment.

The scepticism expressed by development actors is not always explicit, but it is nevertheless influential: some challenge human rights accountability as both unrealistic and politically sensitive; others view strengthened global or regional human rights regimes as an infringement of sovereignty and at odds with state interests and policies; still others, including some international and local NGOs, perceive international human rights as imposed on developing countries “from outside,” designed to advance a Western or Northern neo-liberalist agenda. As a result, the international human rights regime,
Table 1.1. Example of Potential Tension between Human Rights and Development Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criticism raised by human rights advocates and scholars in relation to mainstream or traditional development approaches</th>
<th>Criticism raised by development scholars and actors in relation to human rights in development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient accountability for development processes and outcomes</td>
<td>Conditionality (political, effectiveness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionality (impinging on the fulfillment of social rights and undermining domestic accountability)</td>
<td>Enlarging agendas of human rights accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply-side governance focus</td>
<td>North to South imposition of human rights norms and values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient attention to legal accountability</td>
<td>Sovereignty infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Do no harm” neglected</td>
<td>Risks of bypassing government counterparts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate participation, consultation, and ownership of development processes</td>
<td>Open politicization of development processes and institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive focus on purely economic dimensions of poverty, not enough on social and equity dimensions</td>
<td>Human rights “capacity deficit” within development agencies—lack of comparative advantage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.

though strengthened considerably during the 1990s in terms of scope and institutional proliferation, remains inconsistent in its application to development, and its impacts in that field are not well documented.

Notes

6 See Appendix A. The OHCHR classifies these as core international human rights instruments. The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances is not yet in force.
8 See Appendix A. The OHCHR classifies these as core international human rights instruments. The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances is not yet in force.
do?siteId=2&menuId=LNAV01HOME1
12 UNDP defined human development as a process of enlarging people’s choices, Human Development Report, 1990. See also supra n. 8.
18 Ibid. 826
23 UNDG, 2003. The Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation. Towards a Common Understanding among the UN Agencies. 2003. (Stamford, CT), also referred to as the Stamford Declaration.
24 The World Bank is a member and co-chair of this Task Team.
25 Those principles are the following:
1. Build a shared understanding of the links between human rights obligations and development priorities through dialogue.
2. Identify areas of support to partner governments on human rights.
4. Support the demand side of human rights.
5. Promote nondiscrimination as a basis for more inclusive and stable societies.
6. Consider human rights in decisions on alignment and aid instruments.
7. Consider mutual reinforcement between human rights and aid effectiveness principles.
8. Do no harm.
10. Ensure that the scaling-up of aid is conducive to human rights.
OECD DAC Human Rights and Aid Effectiveness documents. 
http://www.oecd.org/document/4/0,3343,en_2649_3236398_45493060_1_1_1_1,00.html
The work now includes Draft Principles on Aid Effectiveness and Human Rights (2009).


A similar approach was articulated by the then General Counsel, Ibrahim Shihata, 2000. “The World Bank and Human Rights – A Presentation before the 1993 UN World Conference on Human Rights” in The World Bank Legal Papers, 815, in which he states: “My purpose today is to highlight the contribution of the World Bank to the promotion of human rights, to emphasize the complementarity of the respect for human rights and human development in general.”

Ibid.


Ibid.

Ibid.


See supra n. 16.


See supra n. 8.

In this paper, occasional use is made of the acronym RBA for rights-based approaches.


For a description of these methodological contributions, see Sano supra n. 43. See also Paul Gready, 2009. “Reasons to Be Cautious about Evidence and Evaluation: Rights-Based Approaches to Development and the Emerging Culture of Evaluation,” Journal of Human Rights Practice, 1 (3), 380–401.


Some advocate an even stronger characterization of violation, rather than denial.

A study focusing particularly on elections was Katarina Tomsevski, 1999. Between Sanctions and Elections. Aid Donors and Their Human Rights Performance (London, Pinter). A more recent study examining conditionality in the EU context is Lorand Bartels, 2005. Human Rights Conditionality in the
EU’s *International Agreements* (Oxford, OUP) 37. One conclusion from this study was that EU mainly imposed sanctions against the poorest countries in the South, usually in connection with military coups.


53 In the eyes of development actors, and especially perhaps among the donors, human rights promotion and protection touches on political dimensions, especially in relation to sovereignty, where these actors prefer to tread lightly. The agenda of legal accountability inherent in human rights obligations may pose challenges, for instance sovereignty and transnational obligations. Among donors themselves, development assistance is not considered as a human rights obligation that they have to fulfil in accordance with legal obligations incurred under the conventions. The obligations under customary international law are mainly negative, i.e., linked to principles of doing no human rights harm. Yet the authors of the covenant on economic, social, and cultural rights and the convention on the rights of the child envisaged that the fulfilment of these rights could be linked to international cooperation. See Sigrun Skogly and Mark Gibney, 2002. “Transnational Human Rights Obligations,” in *Human Rights Quarterly*. Vol. 24, 781–798.


CHAPTER 3

Human Rights Indicators

Introduction

Indicators serve different purposes. They are used as a means to summarize a situation, i.e., to gain an insight into broader trends of development or of other social phenomena. In this respect, indicators are analytical. However, indicators are also used to assess compliance by parties with specific targets or obligations. In this way, indicators are used to measure accountability to norms, standards, or stated policies. Finally, indicators are used to assess performance in relation to planned objectives, such as the effectiveness of programs and projects. In the human rights field, a principal focus is to assess compliance with human rights obligations and to examine human rights accountability.

Why are human rights indicators important? First, they link the conceptual discussion about human rights compliance to implementation practices. They link the normative level of international legal obligation with the practical level of empirical data. At a different level, the employment of human rights indicators in development practice implies some form of human rights mainstreaming or some effort to integrate human rights.

Box 1.1 contains definitions of indicators that range from those emphasizing achievements and performance (OECD) to more general definitions based on indicators as signposts of a situation or development (Radstaake and Bronkhorst). The working definition of this paper is the last definition, relied upon because it embodies a concern with indicators as signposts, i.e., as pieces of information that may provide insight into matters of larger significance. It also possesses two characteristics that apply to all indicators:

1. First, they are data that have been created or transformed and used by organizations and institutions, or by analysts, for different purposes. In this sense, they are also communicative instruments, e.g., used for accountability, certification, or quality control. If indicators have no institutional legitimacy or ownership, i.e., if institutions or researchers do not endorse and use them, they are not indicators, but just data.

2. A second characteristic of indicators is that they are tools of measurement the purpose of which may range from the simple assessment of achievement to more complex and conceptually demanding examination of compliance and signposting of social change. As planning tools, they provide a means for scrutinizing performance. As means of compliance measurement, they demand conceptual rigor and authoritative interpretation. As signposting means of “summing up” and “measuring change instruments,” they depend on theoretical insight that allows broader conceptualization, such as accepted methodologies of measuring human development or good governance.

Designing Indicators

The political choices and theoretical premises underpinning the design of indicators typically remain implicit. The way in which they are formulated, as either quantitative or
qualitative statements, depends largely on the character, type, and purpose of indicators, as well as the sources of data available. Designing indicators in a quantitative format allows either comparison or the assessment according to a standardized norm or benchmark, such as “Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primary schooling.”

The practice of human rights actors in development reveals little consistency in the formulation of indicators. A bewildering diversity prevails, whether actors are focusing on duty-bearer compliance at the macro-level or on performance of planned development change at the micro-level. One overriding challenge is therefore how to establish greater consistency in the design of indicators to facilitate horizontal comparisons between countries or between state parties. Alternatively, more consistent employment of indicators may also be achieved in efforts of vertical integration, in which indicators of planned change at the micro-level are used and compared to a country specific benchmark or targets.

**Streamlining Human Rights Indicators**

There is widespread caution about the use of human rights indicators facilitating country comparison or ranking in development. This was evident at the conference on Statics, Development and Human Rights in Montreux during 2000, and it continued to be reiterated within the OECD-sponsored Metagora Project measuring governance, democracy, and human rights. The resistance relates to obvious political sensitivities, but also to methodological concerns about underestimating the diversity between countries (the so-called variance truncation), although embedded in human rights approaches to mediate this issue is the principle of cultural relativism, which stresses the specificity and diversity of contexts. Greater receptivity is evident in relation to the vertical streamlining of indicators. In 2002, OHCHR circulated *The Draft Guidelines on a Human Rights Approach to Poverty Reduction Strategies.* This document contains not only human rights–based indicators, but also targets linked to the indicators. The integration of targets or benchmarks facilitates vertical integration between macro- and micro-level indicators, e.g., between country-level compliance assessment and program- or project-level performance indicators; the existence of targets could provide a framework for common indicator sets.
Donors increasingly combine the formulation of indicators with the definition of specific targets. Examples include the framework underpinning the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness or in the linking of targets to the MDG indicators. In the latter context, there are several examples that states, donors, and NGOs streamline their activities according to the goals, indicators, and targets. In the former, indicators and targets become tools of mainstreaming policies and activities. Greater consistency may therefore be gained by translating indicators into targets. Moreover, consistent targets and indicators may also provide better incentives for assessment. However, targeting may have potential drawbacks as well, especially in promoting a lean approach to indicator formulation, in which the resultant indicators have little substance. Such performance measures demonstrate that accomplishments were made according to plan, but the underlying rationale for choosing one target over another, or the relationship of particular targets to an understanding of substantive impact, may not always be clear. Furthermore, targeting relates more to specific results than to process, the latter being central to human rights assessment. Thus, unless the assessment is related to more substantive discussions of process and results, an assessment of target achievements may have limited use.

Data Sources

The data sources of human rights research may be quantitative or qualitative. They may range from interviews with vulnerable groups to expert assessment of the situation with respect to a particular standard. The data underpinning human rights indicators are often expert-based or are based on domestic law or administrative regulation, whereas few regular and comprehensive survey sources are used in human rights assessment. Official statistics are rarely used in definition of national indicators because such sources have few rights-relevant data, although, at the national level, official statistics may increasingly cooperate with human rights institutions in order to establish the relevant data bases. At the international level, the statistical deficits are partly due to the fact that a framework of conceptualizing human rights has been missing—a fact that may be remedied by the consensus achieved on the OHCHR indicators discussed in the following. In the field of economic, social, and cultural rights, the emerging consensus that certain MDG indicators are also human rights indicators implies that international comparative data are available in which MDG indicators overlap with economic and social rights. Thus, although not all data are indicators, the emerging understanding and consensus on human rights indicators may also create a demand for new types of data.

There are ongoing debates about the overlaps between human rights and development indicators and about what distinguishes a human rights indicator from other indicators. This debate stems, at least in part, from concerns about using available development data in a human rights context and is closely linked to efforts aimed at measuring compliance with economic, social, and cultural rights and using socioeconomic data in the latter context. A central question in this connection is therefore this: When do particular data become a piece of human rights statistic?

Two quotes serve to illustrate the challenge and dilemma. In the OHCHR Draft Guidelines on a Human Rights Approach to Poverty Reduction, from 2003, it was argued that

most of the indicators proposed in these Guidelines are standard indicators of socioeconomic progress, although it should be observed that some human rights indicators, especially those relating to civil and political rights, do not usually figure in measures of socioeconomic progress. Essentially, what distinguishes a human rights indicator from a standard disaggregated indicator of socioeconomic progress is less its substance than (a) its explicit derivation from a human rights norm and (b) the purpose to which it is put, namely human rights monitoring with a view to holding duty-bearers to account.
Conversely, Landman and Häusermann 2003 argue:

in the absence of clear economic and social rights indicators, attention is being paid to using or adapting development indicators. The strength in using development indicators for human rights measurement lies in their regular availability, global coverage, ease of understanding and long time-series . . . The key weakness in using development indicators for human rights measurement is the serious question of their validity. For example, using literacy rates, educational attainment, gender breakdown in education, and investment in schools only demonstrates the state of education in a particular country not whether the right to freedom from discrimination in education is being upheld.18

Thus, although one source argues that there are two criteria of valid human rights indicators— derivation from a rights-based norm and the purpose of using the data to assess duty-holders’ human rights accountability—the other argues that valid human rights indicators must measure core human rights principles, such as freedom from discrimination. Under the latter view, “the ratio of boys to girls in primary schools” is not a human rights indicator. The approaches embody broad and restrictive definitions of what qualify as valid human rights indicators.

More recently, agreement has converged around the former position, favoring a broader definition of human rights indicators. Thus, the OHCHR work includes outcome indicators that overlap with MDG indicators, e.g., an indicator such as “proportion of underweight children below five.” The peculiarity of human rights indicators according to this interpretation is not that discrimination is embodied in every indicator, nor that human rights language enters into the specific formulation of the indicator, but rather that the indicators are employed for purposes of assessing human rights accountability or for purposes of assessing the presence of human rights principles.

Another peculiar trait of human rights indicators is that, in contrast to development indicators, they devote particular attention to process and conduct. Development indicators have tended to focus on outcomes, whereas human rights indicators, because of the emphasis on accountability, underscore the relevance of processes. “Human development monitoring focuses on human outcomes (result) while human rights gives particular emphasis on the fulfilment of obligations (conduct) Human rights emphasize concerns with effectiveness of state policies, and the obligation of other actors, with eliminating discrimination and achieving equitable development, with participation and progress rather than absolute level. Human rights bring new concepts such as effective remedy and accountability which enrich development debates considerably.”19

### Box 3.2. The Data Sources of Human Rights Research

| Survey data sources: data collected as part of sample surveys or using structured questionnaire approaches. |
| Official statistical sources based on sample surveys, censuses, |
| Perception surveys sources: data collected with the specific purpose of soliciting interpretations and qualitative statements by stakeholders or target groups. Perception surveys are being undertaken in a number of developing countries as part of so-called barometer surveys in which perceptions of poverty or of democracy and transparency are being measured. |
| Qualitative interviews: data collected as part of focus group or other types of interview processes. |
| Administrative data sources: data collected from public administrations and organizations. |
| Event-based studies: data documenting human rights violations (what happened, who did what to whom?) |
Types of Human Rights Indicators

This chapter surveys different types of indicators without purporting to provide an exhaustive analysis. A primary focus is placed on compliance indicators and compliance assessment, although there is some consideration of planned performance indicators and how they are used at the micro-level. In contrasting the latter with compliance indicators, some insights may be gained concerning the nature and practice of human rights measurement.

Indicators Measuring Compliance with Legal Obligations

After prolonged debates on human rights indicators and their typology, an emerging consensus is discernable at the international level. Beginning in 2005, under the aegis of the OHCHR, a group of experts has developed a typology of structure, process, and outcome indicators inspired in part by the previous work of the Special Rapporteur, on the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. The purpose of the exercise has been to provide the U.N. human rights treaty bodies with a methodology and conceptual framework for monitoring compliance by state parties with international human rights treaties. The exercise is designed also to assist states in their reporting duties under the treaties and to improve the quality and consistency of reports submitted.

By early 2010, the following tasks had been accomplished. First, illustrative indicators have been identified on a number of human rights and thematic issues and subjected to validation. These indicators facilitate the identification and use of contextually relevant indicators through appropriate country-level participatory processes. At present, illustrative indicators are available for the following rights:

- Right to life
- Right to liberty and security of person
- Right to participate in public affairs
- Right not to be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment
- Right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health
- Right to adequate food
- Right to adequate housing
- Right to education
- Right to freedom of opinion and expression
- Right to a fair trial
- Right to social security
- Right to work
- Right to nondiscrimination and equality
- Violence against women

Meta-data sheets, namely detailed information on identified indicators (definition, rationale, method of computation, sources, disaggregation levels, periodicity, plus any other relevant information facilitating interpretation and use of indicators) have also been developed for selected indicators and included as an appendix to the report HRI/MC/2008/3.

A guide will be developed during 2010–11 that is intended to help reporting governments, as duty-bearers, under the relevant treaties, in the use of the indicators developed. This tool is intended to address interpretative challenges that may be encountered in the application of indicators.

The methodology consists first of defining four or five attributes of the rights in question, i.e., the characteristic domains of each right identified by the treaty bodies or in
other authoritative interpretations. Structural indicators are defined as the ratification or adoption of legal instruments, national policy instruments and statement and existence of basic institutional mechanisms deemed necessary for facilitating realization of the concerned human right. They reflect the legal and institutional framework for the implementation of human rights, including the national policy statements on a given right. These indicators address the macro-level formal acceptance of a right, including legislation and regulations adopted to implement treaty obligations under international human rights law.

Process indicators relate state policy instruments with outcome indicators. State policy instruments refer to a range of measures including public programs and specific interventions that a state is willing to take in order to give effect to its intent or commitments to attain outcomes identified with the realization of a given human right. By defining the process indicators in terms of a concrete cause and effect relationship, the accountability of the state to its obligations can be better assessed. These indicators also help monitor the progressive fulfillment or protection of a right. Process indicators are more sensitive to changes than outcome indicators and are therefore more effective in capturing the progressive realization of the right or in reflecting the efforts of the state parties in protecting the rights.

Outcome indicators capture attainments or results, whether individual and collective, that reflect the status of realization of human rights in a given context. It is not only a more direct measure of the realization of a human right but it also reflects the importance of measurement of the enjoyment of the right. In this, it reflects the culmination of a process of formal acceptance of a legal obligation, through the processes required for the realization of rights, to the end enjoyment of the right. Because the outcome consolidates the impact of various underlying processes over time (which can be captured by one or more process indicators), an outcome indicator is often a slow-moving indicator, less sensitive to capturing momentary changes than a process indicator. For example, life expectancy or mortality indicator could be a function of immunization of population, education, or public health awareness of the population, as well as availability and accessibility of individuals to adequate nutrition.

These distinctions are useful in providing a structure for compliance assessment. The OHCHR indicators seek to capture legal and policy acceptance of human rights, the effort of duty-bearers in terms of rights realization, and attainments in terms of actual human rights enjoyment. The division of structure, process, and outcome reveals how human rights indicators can be categorized into different types of indicators. These divisions can be seen in the light of obligations of different types inherent in human rights, i.e., the obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill rights of duty-bearers, although this tripartite distinction is not used in the OHCHR description of the indicators. Table 3.1 illustrates these elements by building upon the OHCHR framework. The vertical axis lists types of indicators described in the previous chapter: structure, process and outcome indicators. Process or outcome indicators can, moreover, be described in terms of effort or result, respectively. On the horizontal axis, the table depicts duty-bearer accountabilities in terms of the tripartite division, which is used in human rights thinking to describe the nature of human rights obligations, namely respect, protect, and fulfill. The horizontal axis also includes, however, columns on the legal framework and on the existing channels of redress. This dimension is closely connected to structural indicators and to the capacity to fulfill human rights obligations. The table therefore seeks to capture how types of human rights indicators relate to duty-bearer obligations and to fundamental dimensions of legal acceptance.

In assessing the OHCHR work, a number of points emerge:

- Overall, the work is aimed at facilitating compliance assessment—in particular, that conducted by the U.N. human rights treaty bodies. Although indicators must
The formulation and thrust of the indicators is aligned to more positive or “facilitative and progressive realization than to negative assessments of violations.” Even outcome indicators relating to civil and political rights are rarely defined in a way that could focus directly on human rights violations. The exercise reflects some consensus on the importance of measuring civil and political as well as economic, social, and cultural rights, but it has yet to be institutionalized in the practices of the U.N. human rights treaty bodies. The expert group has found it consistent with human rights law to give a number of human rights indicators similar definitions to MDG indicators. As a result, for some human rights indicators, data are already available as a result of the MDG monitoring, which may in turn facilitate compliance assessment of social rights. A significant output of the exercise is its definition of process indicators. The focus on duty-bearer commitment or effort may be one of the areas in which human rights indicators are distinct from development indicators. However, the definition of process measurement in the indicator tables elaborated by the expert group so far illustrates some of the challenges involved. Process indicators are given multiple definitions: first, as “milestones on a path to outcome indicators”; second,
Beyond indicators developed for binding human rights under treaties, it is worth mentioning those developed in the work of the U.N. High Level Task Force on the Right to Development (HLTF) between 2004–2010. Part of the mandate of the HLTF is “(a) to monitor and review progress made in the promotion and implementation of the right to development as elaborated in the Declaration on the Right to Development, at the national and international levels, [. . . ]” In pursuance of that, the HLTF has developed criteria and subcriteria to address the essential features of the right to development, as defined in the Declaration on the Right to Development. Its methodology involved the elaboration of (1) a general statement on the basic expectation of the right to development (its “core norm”); (2) a clarification of the core norm through the enumeration of three attributes of the right; (3) the development of several criteria to assess the realization of attributes; (4) the development of subcriteria to facilitate the precision of criteria; (5) the subcriteria may then be assessed by drawing upon reliable measurement tools in the form of one or several indicators. The basic methodology developed by the HLTF builds in part on the OHCHR exercise on human rights indicators, but with some additional layers of nuance and incorporation of development indicators presumably integrated because of the generality of the right to development in comparison with the treaty rights examined by the OHCHR (see Appendix G).

**Human Rights Indicators in Development Practice**

Human rights–related activities are undertaken at a number of different levels in development, whether by donor agencies, U.N. organizations or IFIs. A growing number of international and local NGOs are also involved in human rights–related development activities. Yet the human rights indicator practices of these organizations and institutional actors remain unarticulated and widely divergent.

Human rights indicators are therefore relevant not only in relation to state compliance with treaty obligations, as discussed previously, but also potentially in relation to program- or project-level development policies and practice. This chapter describes a range of approaches that can be identified to human rights indicators in development practice at various levels, which are illustrated in table 3.2. Distinctions are made between the following:

- **Compliance measurement**, indicating respect for principles and rights. Compliance can be negative, refraining from infringements, or positive—fulfilling and sustaining a given rights regime.
- **Performance assessment**, indicating implementation processes toward goals, milestones, or targets.

From top to bottom, table 3.2 illustrates how indicators are developed at global, regional, sector, and program levels. The distinction between compliance and performance is not always clear-cut, but performance measures are typical of process assessment, whether in relation to targets or in relation to realization of specific goals. At the global level, a more legalistic and treaty-based use of human rights indicators is evident. At the regional or sector levels, methodologies are institutionally and thematically defined, whereas at program and project levels, indicators are more contextualized and varied, defined according to the specific aims of the program or project. The gradation of purposes is illustrative of the challenges involved in the creation of consistent indicators. At the top level is the measurement of human rights accountability through compliance assessment, such as that proposed by the
OHCHR. It is based on legal accountability and the commitments of states under public international law. This methodology also represents a positive approach to human rights indicators—inasmuch as the focus on human rights violations is less pronounced and greater emphasis is placed on government effort and on outcome indicators of progressive realization. \textsuperscript{32} This contrasts with a violations-based approach such as that of the CIRI Human Rights Data Project, which focuses on the degree to which state duty-bearers fail to live up to their human rights obligations and which may therefore be characterized as a more negative approach. In addition, the CIRI approach presents opportunities for comparative assessment, which some criticize as a ranking methodology.

Further down the chart, the Millennium Development Goals have given rise to the formulation of both indicators and joint targets. Similarly, the approach developed for monitoring of the Paris Declaration employs targets and indicators. The indicator for ownership, for example, is the following: “Number of countries with national development strategies (including PRSs) that have clear strategic priorities linked to a medium-term expenditure framework and reflected in annual budgets.” The target of this indicator for 2010 is defined as “At least 75% of partner countries have operational development strategies.” This methodology, linked to measurable and verifiable targets that are used for all development assistance, represents the characteristic way in which indicators are being converted into targets. Moreover, the effort to define common indicators to measure joint performance between state governments and donors represents new and interesting approaches to indicator definition. At the level where institutional methodologies are relevant, the indicators tend not to be based on human right standards, even when they relate to human rights substantively. The CPIA measurement by the World Bank is one such example. It includes criteria and indicators on social inclusion and equity, gender equality, social protection, and labor. Performance on the CPIA scale is linked to the allocation of resources for IDA eligible countries (although the instrument fulfills other functions within the Bank in terms of general country monitoring).

The European Civic and Inclusion Index, which during 2007 was retitled as Migrant Integration Policy Index, is an example of regionally based methodologies that are not standard-based. A first preliminary methodology was published 2003, followed by a more elaborate report including country assessments in 2005 and in 2007. \textsuperscript{33} The index is not development-oriented, but the methodology is development relevant. It benchmarks laws and policies according to key issues in which scoring assessment is based on expert assessment. The issues assessed are labor market inclusion, long-term residence, family reunion, nationality, and antidiscrimination. Assessment according to these subjects provides the foundation for scoring and index values. Although the scoring methodology may be debated, the benchmarking methodology represents an interesting example of how methods of assessing discriminatory laws or policies can be refined.

The two last examples in table 3.2 illustrate use of indicators related to programming methodologies, i.e., to goal attainment under development programs. Human rights programs financed by NGOs or by donors are often based on logical framework concepts relying on indicators that measure short- and medium-term goal attainment. Under rights-based programming, indicators often relate to processes of empowerment, nondiscrimination, participation, and accountability by duty-bearers. The programming field offers diverse examples of human rights–based or human rights–related indicators (which points to a distinction of some relevance). PRS programs use indicators, although rarely defined according to human rights principles or standards.

Although the OHCHR indicators mark significant progress in defining global human rights indicators in normative terms and in terms of compliance, a number of challenges remain. The first is the question of how to apply methodologies such as the OHCHR indicators \textit{in practice} and how to promote interpretative consistency. However, such guidance may not resolve a second critical issue, which relates to the dearth of specific data
and evidence in a number of countries, especially in developing countries where statistical capacity may be low.

In addition, there are other challenges faced in attempts to use human rights indicators in development programming at country and local levels.

- First, how to link performance at the micro-level to that at the macro-level. An alternative and perhaps more fruitful approach might be to concentrate on whether tangible change has occurred at each level and then to seek to understand the causal mechanisms at those distinct levels rather than attempt to link them.
- Second, how to use cross-cutting indicators, i.e., the use of indicators in programs that are also used at the macro and middle levels by the OHCHR, or in relation to the Millennium Development Goals. Such indicators can be used at the outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Initiative</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Measurement tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OHCHR Indicators for monitoring compliance with international human rights instruments</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Compliance assessment (positive approach)</td>
<td>Structural, process and outcome indicators based on various sources. Comparison not intended, except possibly over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRI Human Rights Data Project</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Compliance assessment (negative approach, violations-based)</td>
<td>Scores based on expert assessment. Comparative measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring the Millennium Development Goals</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Performance assessment</td>
<td>Bench-marking targets. Comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bar Association Judicial Reform Index</td>
<td>Regional: emerging and transitional countries</td>
<td>Compliance with perceived standards</td>
<td>Qualitative expert assessment based on perceived justice sector standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Inclusion Index</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Performance assessment of laws and policies</td>
<td>Expert-based scoring. Comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights compliance assessment, Danish Institute for Human Rights</td>
<td>Sector-based</td>
<td>Compliance assessments by private sector actors</td>
<td>Online self-assessment by private actors as regards a business-relevant translation of human rights standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFID: A Practical Guide to Assessing and Monitoring Human Rights in Country Programs</td>
<td>Program indicators</td>
<td>Performance assessments</td>
<td>Country offices to set benchmarks and indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save the Children: Getting It Right for Children</td>
<td>Program indicators</td>
<td>Performance assessment</td>
<td>Indicators relating to livelihood, participation, policies, equity and nondiscrimination, and civil society capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.
level, but they can also relate to human rights principles. Such indicators may be able to make use of data that are available at the local level—for instance, in respect of health and education. The use of cross-cutting indicators may also facilitate understandings of standards and the effectiveness of particular instruments to generate impact.

Third, how to ensure the effective use of benchmarks and targets at the programming level. Such measures may provide precision, but they may sometimes be overly output-oriented and convey little about substantive changes in the enjoyment of human rights or the quality of processes, outcomes, and stakeholder commitment related to human rights realization.
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CHAPTER 4

Integrating Human Rights into Development: Indicator Implications

Introduction: Levels and Degrees of Convergence

Having explored the nature of the convergence between human rights and development and introduced the field of human rights indicators, this chapter describes in conceptual terms the levels at which the convergence can be identified, in order to chart with greater precision how human rights are integrated into development and what role human rights indicators play in this process. The discussion also identifies relevant human rights indicators and their use in development practice at three distinct levels.

The connections between human rights and development are identifiable at three distinct but interrelated levels: dimensions, principles, and obligations.1 The process of integrating human rights into development activities can take many forms and be based upon quite different rationales, and this discussion draws inspiration from the framework developed by Piron and O’Neil.2 Three different approaches are identified as important: (1) human rights dimensions in development are linked to nonexplicit and nonsystematic approaches; (2) integration of human rights principles is a more systematic form of integration, but it also a moderate one that allows overlaps with more general development concerns; and (3) mainstreaming of human rights obligations is a more formal way, linked to rights-based approaches.3

In commenting on the trend during the last decade, the Development Assistance Committee of OECD (DAC) stated recently:

A decade ago, the DAC affirmed, with High Level Meeting endorsement, the promotion of human rights as an essential part of development co-operation. Since that time, human rights and development have been converging. Not only is there growing recognition of the crucial links between human rights violations, poverty, exclusion, vulnerability and conflict, there is also increasing acknowledgement of the vital role human rights play in mobilizing social change; transforming state-society relations; removing the barriers faced by the poor in accessing services; and providing the basis for the integrity of information services and justice systems needed for the emergence of dynamic market-based economies. This has led many OECD DAC Members and multilateral donors to look at human rights more thoroughly as a means for improving the quality of development co-operation. Many development agencies have adopted policies incorporating human rights and put these into practice.4

Many OECD DAC Members and multilateral donors now view human rights as a means for improving the quality of development cooperation, and several development agencies have adopted policies incorporating human rights and put these into practice.

A Framework Outlining the Modes of Integration

Development and human rights occupy many of the same spheres. At a first level, this substantive overlap relates simply to the shared areas of activity, where the expanding
The remit of development activities (connected also with the broadening understanding of development) map increasingly with areas covered by provisions of human rights treaties and instruments.

Although this convergence relates only to the substantive overlap of development and human rights activities and remains largely coincidental, one may characterize such development activities as possessing human rights *dimensions*. In this sense, human rights emerge in substantive or notional ways, through identifiable similarities or affinities between human rights and the coverage of development activities. The level of integration of human rights in development activities often remains, however, unsystematic and rarely explicit. The *nonexplicit* integration of human rights in development programs is exemplified in programs that may relate to human rights subject matter but may not use human rights language (e.g., programs on health and education) or may do so only selectively or occasionally (e.g., the rights of workers or children). Such integration of human rights is not connected to duties on states or other actors and does not include reference to international human rights treaties or standards of any sort. Thus, these are development activities that share common features or dimensions with human rights, or may resemble human rights in some ways, but that are not conceived in human rights terms and do not have the fulfilment or protection of human rights as their objectives.

At a second level, convergence is discernable at the level of common *principles*. This represents a second, more deliberate form of *rapprochement* around key organizing principles and signaling a more concerted integration of human rights into development. At this level, the convergence relates to the *more systematic integration of human rights principles*, such as equality and nondiscrimination, participation and inclusion, accountability and the rule of law, into development programs. There is an identifiable convergence around *principles* such as accountability and participation, the principles of equity and inclusion, and the concept of good governance as a prerequisite for sustainable development. At this level, the relevance or affinity of human rights to development is stronger, involving greater engagement at a normative level. Human rights principles may act as a guide and baseline for development activities and for rights-based programs, both in terms of process as well as outcomes, such as is evident in the “mainstreaming of HR principles.”

At a third level, there is the convergence around the area of human rights *obligations*, which lie at the heart of the human rights framework, because all rights imply correlative duties. It is here that the most explicit approaches to human rights can be identified and where human rights-based approaches to development are clearly discernable. At this level, the notion of human rights is directly connected with the legal obligations of both donors and recipients and may be identified in states and non-state actors, linking the processes and outcomes of development with human rights obligations. It requires that development activities enhance and support the realization of rights and that development activities are not undermining the enjoyment of rights. At the programming level, such an approach views development cooperation through the lens of human rights obligations and may lead to the grounding of development projects and programs in explicit human rights language.

These different modes of integration are outlined in table 4.1, which highlights how the existing government and donor practices can be seen as a graduated approach to human rights integration in development. The OECD DAC study also offers a concise description of the different modes of integration of human rights and development, which have been mapped to the typology of this work in the following (box 4.1).

**Human Rights Indicators at Three Levels of Convergence of Human Rights and Development**

If human rights are understood to be relevant to development at any of the levels identified, human rights indicators have a necessary relevance as well: there is no way to dissociate
## Table 4.1. Three Modes of Human Rights Integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonexplicit Integration</th>
<th>Human Rights Dimensions</th>
<th>Human Rights Principles</th>
<th>Human Rights Obligations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substantive overlap between the areas covered by human rights and development. Largely coincidental, and integration is not systematic. No explicit commitment to human rights. Program goals rarely based on human rights, occasional reliance on human rights indicators.</td>
<td>Strategic and sectoral integration of human rights principles, such as participation, inclusion, nondiscrimination, “do no harm.” Program goals may include human rights but are also informed by other perspectives or driven by other principles.</td>
<td>Legal accountability emphasized, focus on duty-bearer conduct acknowledging rights-based approaches. Explicit groundings of programs in human rights norms and obligations and rights language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** The authors.

### Box 4.1. OECD Description of the Approaches of Donor Agencies

“Some agencies are not explicitly using a human rights framework at a policy level, but aspects of their policies and programming are consistent with what explicit human rights approaches would call for, such as a focus on empowerment and inclusion. . . . Many donor agencies have adopted gender equality policies that call for both gender mainstreaming and interventions specifically targeted at gender equality” (corresponding to what is termed a nonexplicit approach in this introduction).

“An increased number of donor agencies support human rights as part of a broader governance agenda. Governance has become a priority in donor policies and programmes because it lies at the heart of national development strategies. . . . Many agencies seek to mainstream human rights as a cross-cutting issue in development assistance, beyond the direct support to human rights programmes and stand-alone projects that support human rights organizations” (Ibid., pp. 10–11) (illustrative of approaches integrating human rights principles).

OECD reports: “Some agencies are implementing some form of a “human Rights-based approach”. These approaches vary, but usually feature the integration of human rights principles —such as participation, inclusion and accountability—into policies and programmes. They also draw on specific human rights standards—such as freedom of expression and assembly – to help define development objectives and focus programmatic action” (Ibid. p. 11) (illustrative of approaches integrating human rights accountability).

the relevance of human rights from human rights indicators. Nowhere is this more evident than in development. In formal terms, human rights indicators are an essential part of substantiating and implementing human rights legal standards and principles and, to that extent, are linked with the introduction of a measure of accountability by providing standards against which to assess development activities and progress.

In this way, they provide the specific means through which to assess both processes and outcomes in the development context. In terms of substance, human rights indicators emanate from the international human rights standards and the international human rights framework, which are underpinned by the principles of equality and nondiscrimination, accountability, voice and participation, and equity. Substantively, therefore, human rights indicators advance those principles and are permeated by them. The following discussion traces human rights indicators at three levels of convergence.

Dimensions: Substantive Overlap

At a practical and substantive level, human rights and development appear to share common or at least complementary goals, and, in this realm, the spheres of influence of development and human rights are overlapping. This is the level at which there exist synergies in substance but where there is no express linkage at the level of principle or legal obligation: this overlap is widely discussed in academic literature.9 Human rights are directly relevant to the goals of poverty reduction, reducing inequity and inequality, and promoting good governance—such that certain development goals or activities enjoy human rights dimensions. Such common goals are sometimes fortuitous, but they may nevertheless result in positive reinforcement.

An illustrative example of human rights dimensions in development can be found in the MDGs. Although the eight Millennium Development Goals10 established in the Declaration of the United Nations General Assembly 2000 were not formulated in a human rights language, the Declaration itself firmly anchored the key objectives of the international community—including the MDGs—within the international legal framework of human rights and human rights principles.11 There is, moreover, strong overlap between human rights as goals and the MDGs themselves.

Human rights indicators relating to the right to life, the right to education, the rights of women, and the highest attainable standard of health may overlap with or be similar to specific targets and indicators of MDGs goals of poverty and hunger eradication, education, gender equality, health, and HIV/AIDS. In other words, in terms of operational agendas, human rights and MDG realization have strong affinities and similarities.12 The same data sets are relevant. Although they are not cast in terms of obligation, a key implication of the MDG agenda and focus is to strengthen international community accountability to substantive social norms, goals, and targets. The MDGs bring some measure of accountability for substantive social and human development targets, although that accountability would be strengthened by some legal and normative anchorage for the achievement of the specific outcomes relevant to each goal that the human rights framework offers.

Most social sector programs employ indicators that have no explicit human rights content. Indicators are formulated by reference to the MDGs or to broader development objectives. Human rights issues may be integrated, but it is not done consistently or systematically.13 Human rights indicators that emerge at this level may include outcome indicators related to vulnerable groups or occasional references to women's rights and reproductive health rights or to rights of children.

At this level, human rights–related indicators emerge primarily as outcomes indicators, i.e., as part of indicators reflecting results of programs in terms of actual enjoyment of rights or development achievements by social groups or individuals, although they may also be manifest in process indicators related to participation and consultation.
This type of reliance on human rights indicators is characteristic of international development agencies and development banks, which adopt a nonexplicit approach to the integration of human rights. Under such approaches, there are few if any references to rights in official policies or project documents, and approaches are not human rights–based in any systematic manner, which explains the limited human rights content of indicators used and the limited occurrence of human rights indicators themselves. This helps illustrate how activities set forth as human rights–promoting in development activities are, in fact, more appropriately understood as human rights–related. Vulnerability of particular groups, such as indigenous women or children, is not approached directly and explicitly through the lens of nondiscrimination. The application of human rights indicators at this level occurs as an indirect consequence of their inclusion in the broader pool of development indicators and human development indicators. A more systematic approach to the integration of human rights might sharpen the focus of the relevant indicators and introduce a stronger emphasis on empowerment and on disaggregation between groups. As illustrated in table 4.2, a nonexplicit integration of human rights leads to the possible incorporation of certain outcome indicators, but has limited scope for assessing whether or how duty-bearers design policies out of broader human rights concerns.

### Integration of Human Rights Principles

At a second level, there is an identifiable convergence around principles, such as accountability, equality and nondiscrimination and equity, inclusion, empowerment, transparency, and principles related to good governance as a prerequisite for sustainable development. Among these, principles that focus on process are of particular importance, and therefore the human rights indicators that feature most prominently are process-based human rights indicators. At this level, human rights principles are explicitly
Table 4.3. Mainstreaming Human Rights Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples drawn from development policy and practice</th>
<th>Human rights indicators of primary relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Human rights principles included in the U.N. Common Understanding of the Implementation of a Human Rights-Based Approach to Development, established in Stamford in 2003:</td>
<td>- The World Bank Operational Policy on Indigenous Peoples OP (4.20) and on Environmental Assessment OP (4.01) applies principles of participation, consultation, and inclusion; OP 4.20 also mentions the human rights of indigenous peoples.</td>
<td>- Process indicators in respect of donor efforts to mainstream human rights principles are indicators of primary relevance, especially in relation to inclusive and participatory processes of consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Universality and inalienability; indivisibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Other indicators may have relevance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Interdependence and interrelatedness</td>
<td>- Donor gender mainstreaming often refers to principles of nondiscrimination, participation, and inclusion. Danida 2006 Performance Report comments on gender as a cross-cutting dimension.</td>
<td>- Outcome indicators disaggregated by gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Equality and nondiscrimination</td>
<td>- Accra Agenda for Action, paragraphs 3 and 13 (c)</td>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participation and inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of core funds dedicated to gender issues. OECD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accountability</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Regular gender audits, including baseline data and monitoring. OECD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rule of law, and access to justice</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of complaints received by national human rights institutions and by ombudsman’s institutions on human rights. OHCHR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles with a particular importance for programming include</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Proportion of voting age population registered to vote. OHCHR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Equality and nondiscrimination</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Proportion of students starting grade 1 who reach grade 5 disaggregated by sex. OHCHR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worldwide Governance Indicators on the Rules of Law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accountability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rule of law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Access to justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


and more deliberately integrated in development policy and practice, although their use does not necessarily entail a rights-based approach. Without discounting the important normative significance, these principles may also be integrated in development practice for primarily functional reasons. Table 4.3 elaborates on the identification of human rights principles with an operational importance, as detailed by the 2003 U.N. Common Understanding on a Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation. The second column of the table provides examples of government and donor practices. As the third column explains, examples of human rights indicators related to or derived from human rights principles are mostly process indicators, defining how states parties are making efforts to improve equality, participation, and the rule of law. Thus, U.N. agencies,
as well as donors, relate human rights support to processes of participation and inclusion, to gender equality, and, in some cases, to nondiscrimination. Some have argued that the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness may eventually contribute to an increased use of human rights–based indicators as a result of the commitment to performance assessment on alignment of partner government and donor practices, a commitment to harmonization, and a commitment to improve performance on the management of aid for development results. This may entail the development of stronger methods of monitoring, including assessment of processes of participation. Furthermore, some commentators have opined that the Paris Declaration emphasis on ownership and mutual accountability may support further efforts to mainstream principles of participation and equity, particularly given the increased recognition of the mutual relevance of so-called cross-cutting policy issues—such as gender, human rights, and environment—to aid effectiveness. This compatibility at the level of principle may be due to several factors, such as the evolution of development discourse beyond economic growth to incorporate social and human development, a stronger focus on ownership, inclusion and empowerment and capacity-building, and a deepened recognition of the role of governance and responsive accountable institutions for sustainable development objectives. This potential for convergence at the level of principle may be seen to be further substantiated in the Accra Agenda for Action, which notes (in paragraph 3) respect for human rights as a cornerstone of development. The AAA also cites, in paragraph 13 (c), human rights in its provision for an expanded policy dialogue: “Developing countries and donors will ensure that their respective development policies and programmes are designed and implemented in ways consistent with their agreed international commitments on gender equality, human rights, disability and environmental sustainability.” It is noteworthy, however, that the AAA does not include targets or indicators on human rights.

In terms of strategic approach, human rights principles may be viewed by donors as an option for human rights integration that is preferable to that of approaches defined as rights-based approaches, but it is still stronger than those defined here as nonexplicit reference. Programming goals might be framed in terms of human rights principles, such as equality and nondiscrimination or attention to vulnerable groups, rather than human rights goals or by reference to substantive human rights. Instruments of implementation may be cast in terms of rights-holder or duty-bearer, but human rights capacity-building may feature on a par with other instruments. Indicators reflect human rights considerations, but they may be combined with indicators that have been informed by other dimensions as well.

The implications for human rights indicators are that greater reliance is likely to be placed on all three types of previously identified indicator, even though the approach is unlikely to be based on obligations. In addition, specific indicators of vulnerability, exclusion, and marginalization of groups in relation to social outcomes are more likely to be manifest. The increasing emphasis on good governance, transparency, and accountability may also result in greater use of civil and political rights indicators. The following section explores the integration of human rights principles into the broader development by focusing on the select examples of equity and equality; accountability, and participation—analyzing the human rights indicators at issue for each.

Equity and Equality
Although the concepts of equity and equality are not synonymous, there are ways in which they resemble one another and could be viewed as analogous and complementary notions drawn from development and human rights, respectively. Principles of equality and nondiscrimination are at the foundation of the international human rights framework. They are the source of substantive equality rights, but they are also essential to the full respect, protection, and fulfilment of other human rights. The international human rights framework incorporates a variety of forms of discrimination, including direct and indirect
discrimination, as well as private discrimination. Human rights approaches to equality demand that content and consequence of laws be scrutinized, acknowledging that the formal recognition of an “equal capacity” for rights is not enough.

For its part, equity has strong human rights content and is prominent in development discourse. The WDR 2006 on *Equity and Development* defined equity according to two basic principles: equality of opportunity and the avoidance of absolute deprivation. It confirms that inequities have deep impact on development and that structural and systemic inequalities can impede economic growth. It advanced intrinsic and instrumental reasons for addressing inequality and confirmed the scope for redistributive principles and policies, as well as institutional reform aimed at leveling the political and economic playing field. It recognized that inequalities of different types are mutually reinforcing and interdependent, which can result in inequalities replicating over time. Although equity and human rights provisions related to equality and antidiscrimination bear strong affinity, a greater reliance on human rights standards might lend the former greater precision and normative anchorage and provide a baseline against which to assess programs or policies.  

The compatibility of the principles of equality and equity has two potential implications for the formulation of indicators: first is a shared emphasis on human rights indicators that target exclusion, discrimination, and inequality in general, whether they are formulated in explicit human rights terms or not. In development discourse, indicators concerned with inequity could be strengthened by references to human rights through a broadened understanding of the concept of vulnerability, which may call for better methods of disaggregation—not only according to gender, but according to age, citizenship, and status and treatment of immigrants. Indicators relating to child rights are increasingly important and provide an additional impetus to the integration of social rights. Human rights indicators related to equality tend to focus more naturally and clearly on the most excluded and vulnerable. Second, they bring with them a strong normative content and specific legal baselines and standards against which to assess performance. For instance, the existing measurement of gender-related development and of gender empowerment undertaken by the UNDP (gender-related development index and gender empowerment measures) are formulated without an emphasis on the rights dimensions of equality or state legislation and policy on rights related to the family, such as marriage, divorce, and inheritance.

**Accountability**

The principle of accountability defines a fundamental purpose of the human rights framework. Human rights offer groups and individuals a means to hold their governments and others to account under domestic and international law. Human rights make duties owed by governments to their people a matter of international concern through enshrining duties that correlate with rights in treaties to which states subscribe in signature and ratification. Accountability results from the enforcement of duty. Rights offer a means of enforcing that duty. Effective accountability is viewed by some as the single most important contribution that human rights can make to improve development, particularly as it pertains to process and obligations of effort on the part of states.

Accountability is relevant to development at several levels and in relation to different development policy objectives and activities. It is prominent in the 2005 Paris Declaration principle of mutual accountability, and its emphasis on accountability mechanisms and adequate monitoring of reciprocal commitments to enhance aid effectiveness are examples of this. Social accountability is essential to sustainable development and poverty reduction through its emphasis on civic engagement and the involvement of poor people as active agents. The WDR 2004 *Making Services Work for the Poor* highlighted accountability as essential for the attainment of the MDGs and for making services work, which depends not only on economic growth and the flow of resources but on the ability to translate those resources into basic services, especially in health, education, water, and sanitation. Human
rights principles are seen to have value in the area of social policy, by helping connect the supply and demand side of governance and the improving the delivery and access to social services, through enhancing monitoring and accountability and ensuring mechanisms of participation and consensus-building in the definition of services and implementation arrangements.40

From the private sector perspective, the Equator Principles and corporate social responsibility initiatives41 in development activities evidence a growing recognition of the need for effective accountability as part of managing risk and fostering sustainable development.42 Similarly, the U.N. Global Compact calls for the mainstreaming of 10 principles in business activities43 to promote responsible corporate citizenship so that the private sector can help realize a more sustainable and inclusive global economy. Finally, the IFC’s 2006 Policy on Social and Environmental Sustainability recognizes that “the roles and responsibility of the private sector in respecting human rights are emerging as an important aspect of corporate social responsibility. The performance standards developed by IFC to help private sector clients address environmental and social risks and opportunities are consistent with these emerging roles and responsibilities.”44 In this connection, it is worth noting that the IFC has, in collaboration with IBLF and UNGC, developed a Guide to Human Rights Impact Assessment and Management45 that is designed to help IFC private sector clients assess the human rights impacts in their investment decisions and operations and make appropriate management decisions. The Guide has been subject to road-testing since 2007, and the revised, online version was officially launched during the U.N. Global Compact Leaders Summit in New York on June 25, 2010. The new version of the Guide is built on lessons learned from the road-testing process, results of the public consultation process, advice from the External Advisory Panel especially set up around the revision of the Guide, and recent policy developments in the business and human rights area.

The principle of accountability relies on indicators that may illustrate acceptance, commitment, and effort of governments and duty-bearers. A number of examples of indicators are illustrative. The acceptance of human rights obligations in the form of adherence to covenants and conventions may be seen as a first step. In development programming, this may translate into an explicit acknowledgment of how specific human rights conventions and standards are important to the field of programming. For instance, in social sector support programs (health, water, and education), program objectives and their adjoining indicators have often been defined without any reference to the rights dimensions of educational reform or of water supply. Within the health sector, the proliferation of programs focusing on HIV/AIDS and the elaboration of global policies with a human rights perspective46 may have contributed to stronger linkages between health sector objectives and efforts of nondiscrimination and inclusion.

Commitment and effort may be reflected in human rights promotional activities, such as the establishment of ombuds, facilitating human rights monitoring at the domestic level. Another important indicator is the institutionalization of complaints facilities anchored in national institutions or in specific parts of the executive branch. Activities in the area of improving access to information and justice are also important indicators, including those that address local and community dispute resolution mechanisms and those that link formal and informal systems. The Judicial Reform Index, elaborated by the American Bar Association (ABA) and the Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative (CEELI), is an example of indicator efforts in this field (see Appendix C). Indicators revealing enhanced access to information (the right to seek information) point to an enhanced commitment to human rights accountability and of good governance practices, especially in countries where human rights civil society groups are active.47 The Human Rights Review undertaken by DFID in 2004 stressed a strategic principle defined as “fulfilling obligations” that stated: “strengthening institutions and policies which ensure that obligations to protect and promote the realisation of rights for all are fulfilled by states and other duty-bearers. Actions to increase
directly the public accountability of governments and other duty-bearers.” Among the areas of intervention identified under the heading of “fulfilling obligations” were CSO engagement in treaty monitoring process, national budgets and poverty plans based on human rights obligations, and, police force with capacity to respect and protect human rights and act as a service to the community.48

Participation

Participation is a key operative principle of the human rights framework and pervades it at several levels.49 It is the foundation of several core human rights recognized for intrinsic worth,50 but it is also understood as having an accessory character and as being instrumentally relevant to the fulfillment of other rights.51 Conversely, participation itself depends on other rights, such as freedom of expression and the right to information.52 Participation ensures that development strategies respond to actual priorities and needs of poor people and helps promote the sustainability and legitimacy of development activities. It is fundamental to the empowerment of poor people and marginalized groups and enables dialogue with those in power.53 Participation is widely viewed as a fundamental component of good development practice: it pervades Poverty Reduction Strategies54 and is enshrined in aspects of development policies, such as the World Bank safeguard policies governing investment projects.55 In this way, participation illustrates some convergence of development policy and practice and human rights at the level of principle.56

When the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights established indicators measuring the right to participate in public affairs during 2006 to 2007, “the proportion of voting-age population registered to vote” was among the process indicators identified (see table 4.3). However, unlike most human rights indicators related to participation, this indicator tends to link participation to elections, when a broader array of participation-related human rights indicators exist, and this is particularly evident in relation to development activities. Indicators relating to the human rights principle of participation can capture its organizational and institutional aspects (such as the processes of participation in defining goals and programs such as the PRS), processes of advocacy and empowerment (dialogues, collaborative activism, and community participation of specific groups), and legal outcomes, e.g., “the establishment of laws allowing the flourishing of an independent civil society.”57 In the DFID Human Rights Review 2004, a number of possible interventions are mentioned in the field of participation and inclusion. Examples include decentralization, which successfully increases participation of marginalized people, and access to information to combat corruption through local citizens monitoring of government action.

The foregoing discussion illustrates the synergies and complementarities between the principles operative in development and human rights. There are, nevertheless, a number of differences. Divergences exist between the analogous principles emerging in development and human rights practices (e.g., equity and equality). For instance, gender empowerment is often conceived without incorporating its rights dimensions with the consequences that indicators of women’s empowerment tend to become indicators of social development—without insufficient attention to violence against women or to the relevance family law. Second, there may be tensions between interpretations of the same principles. Third, several core human rights principles do not have corresponding analogues in development (e.g., indivisibility, universality, and inalienability of human rights.). The foregoing illustrates some of the potential contributions of human rights to analogous development principles and how indicators drawn from human rights principles may facilitate specification and concretization.

Obligations

Development and human rights can be seen to intersect around legal obligations, albeit implicitly. Even though international legal obligations are relevant to both development and
human rights, they do not feature prominently in development discourse, and indeed the idea of development assistance, defined in terms of obligations, remains controversial. To the extent that human rights and development overlap and human rights are incorporated into development discourse, the notion of obligations needs to be addressed explicitly because human rights imply duties, “rights require correlative duties,” and without duty there is no right. These basic points tend not to be reflected in development policy, and efforts to consolidate good development practice related to human rights, without connecting it to duty, may arguably lead to confusion. Similarly, efforts to integrate human rights in development without the systematic integration of human rights indicators may result in inconsistent and weak baselines for assessing development processes and outcomes.

Despite the substantive relevance of several human rights treaties to development, it is in the realm of obligations that the tensions between development and human rights discourse may be most evident. Human rights obligations have no established place in development policy and practice, and indeed the discourses associated with each exemplify the divergences between human rights and development. Moreover, development approaches have sometimes been argued to run counter to basic human rights obligations: examples include user fees for primary education or the privatization of water. Finally, the notion of legal obligation drawn from treaties is less used in development policy, which tends to be cast in terms of more loosely aligned, nonbinding goals and targets and organized around programs, strategies, and approaches.

At this level, therefore, human rights can be understood as the subjects of voluntarily undertaken obligations under international human rights treaties to which states are party. Viewed in this way, human rights are thus the subjects of international legal obligation that states are bound to uphold in a variety of contexts, including when they participate in international development. Greater clarity on this may help advance an understanding of the role that development policy and institutions may play in supporting countries’ efforts to fulfill those obligations. Exploring this dimension may help promote greater policy coherence at the international level and focus attention on existing duties, modalities, and processes to uphold human rights in development rather than by highlighting the putative human rights obligations of non-state actors.

Table 4.4 contains examples of indicators relevant to the level of obligations. The Cingranelli and Richards human rights database, which has broad country and chronological coverage, is based on violations and focused on civil and political rights, but with some reference to social rights. CIRI indicators are primarily outcome indicators of respect for human rights, inasmuch as they indicate the actual enjoyment of rights by citizens in a given country. The Human Rights Compliance Assessment elaborated by the Human Rights and Business Department of the Danish Institute for Human Rights is an online tool for assessing how corporations can become accountable for human rights. The indicators for monitoring the Millennium Development Goals are of increasingly relevance because the recent definition of human rights compliance indicators by OHCHR employs the MDG indicators as process as well as outcome indicators.
Table 4.4. Assessing Human Rights Obligations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples drawn from development policy and practice</th>
<th>Human rights indicators of primary relevance and examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities are based on or focus on relevant human rights treaty obligations ratified by a country.</td>
<td>Sweden’s Shared responsibility—Sweden’s policy for global development—acknowledging a rights perspective as one pillar and linking this not only to development assistance.</td>
<td>Structure, process, and outcome indicators related to state obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill within their own territories, as well as those indicating support of human rights activities by state and private actors in other territories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This requires (1) duty-bearers accepting human rights obligations, (2) that they undertake efforts to fulfill these in terms of legal, institutional, and resource-allocating strategies. Duty-bearers enter into dialogue with rights-holders.</td>
<td>UNICEF and UNDP adopting rights-based programming as a guiding principle for activities. This implies, e.g., advocacy, support for legislation, monitoring, and civil society rights-based cooperation.</td>
<td>Example of indicators:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimately, these measures of accountability and empowerment result in outcomes improving the actual enjoyment of human rights.</td>
<td>E.U. Commission: protection of human rights is one of the cornerstones of the policy in third countries.</td>
<td>Cingranelli-Richards Human Rights Database: indicates human rights violations of civil, political, economic, and social rights by state actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systematizing human rights expectations in connection with U.N. peacekeeping operations</td>
<td>OHCHR indicators so far based on eight civil, political, economic and social rights. Indicators measuring acceptance, efforts, and outcomes of state/duty-bearer laws and policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The agreement by a number of larger business corporations under the Global Compact that they will not be complicit in human rights violations.</td>
<td>The Human Rights Compliance Assessment (HRCA): an online indicator tool, allowing companies to run a 360° check of human rights risks in the company or project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


in respect of the human rights accountability of duty-bearers: these include those related to the putative obligations of non-state actors, the legal obligations of state actors when they act as donors or as members of international organizations, or the differences in the nature of obligations for economic, social, and cultural rights (as opposed to civil and political rights). Each of these sets of challenges impacts the formulation of indicators in this field.

Figure 4.1 provides examples of how human rights indicators may vary, depending on whether they relate to states’ efforts to fulfill their own human rights obligations (all states) or whether they operate in the capacity as donors and lenders supporting other governments to fulfill human rights obligations.

At the structural level, human rights indicators refer to the formal legal framework of rights and accession to human rights treaties, by which states create for themselves human rights obligations and join the framework of the international human rights regime. Indicators applicable to all states (left side of figure 4.1) may inform on the question of
Figure 4.1. Fulfilling Human Rights Obligations of Developing States and of States Acting as Donors: Human Rights Activities (A) and Indicators (I)

All States

A: State ratification and promulgation of human rights law and institutions
   - Justice reform

I: Number of conventions ratified, - Reservations made to conventions, - Bill of rights in constitution

States as Donors & Lenders

A: Assistance to human rights law and institutions
   - Assistance to justice sector reform

I: Volume of HR support
   Volume of justice sector support
   - Voting in IFI/IO boards

A: Governance support: Supporting institutional and decentralization reform in a manner which integrate HR principles

I: Governance indicators
   - Indicators summarizing donor support for non-discrimination, participation and HR integration in

A: Government establishing policies aiming to protect human rights and to redress violations.

I: Improved HR performance as measured by OHCHR outcome indicators and by other international sources, e.g. PRSP

Process indicators

A: Government efforts to reform institutions in order to make them HR and governance compliant

I: Changing resource allocations. - Gvt effort to promote non-discrimination, participation, and dialogues w. civil groups
   -Complaints mechanisms

Outcome indicators

A: Donors capacitating state and local governance institutions to deal with inadequate protection.

I: Donors HR impact assessment assessing the impact of assistance policies. Donors link indicators measuring poverty to HR.
formal legal acts in relation to international instruments, on the passing of laws relevant to rights, or the existence of bills of rights in the constitutions. Indicators related to states as donors or lenders (right side of the figure) may reveal the level of support for the human rights in other countries, including efforts of international cooperation on human rights.

At the process level, the indicators applicable to all states (left side of figure 4.1) capture government activities related to reforming institutional behavior, including efforts to decentralize resource allocation and decision making. These indicators may illustrate evolving priorities and commitments through changing resource allocations or through the promotion of policies and institutional reform which ensure nondiscrimination, participation, interaction with civil societies, and the institutionalization of complaints mechanisms. In respect of states as donors or lenders (right side of figure 4.1), indicators may reflect support for governance or may reveal efforts to promote human rights principles and the integration of human rights in decentralization policies.

At the outcome level, indicators measure how states seek to redress human rights violations, and they act to harmonize donor contributions in fields that may impact human rights, as well as how donors support efforts to deal with inadequate human rights protection or fulfillment in developing countries. Outcome indicators applicable to all states are those identified as outcome indicators by OHCHR, and these relate generally to the enjoyment of rights under U.N. human rights treaties to which those states are party. Outcome indicators applicable to donors may relate to upholding the principle of “do no harm” in development cooperation, which may be implemented through human rights impact assessments. However, it should be underlined that the foregoing reflects a potential theoretical framework for such indicators rather than an account of their use in practice.

The employment of human rights indicators is indicative of an approach in which governments, operating within their own territories or in their capacity as donors, assume responsibility in accordance with their international human rights obligations. Such strategies are illustrated by rights-based approaches, although very few donors self-consciously characterize their development cooperation strategies as explicitly and directly rights-based, and even fewer link such strategies directly to human rights obligations. In the absence of such a general commitment and given the range of existing approaches, it may be argued that the use of human rights–based indicators becomes all the more important for donors and lenders, particularly at the outcome level, which measures changes in actual human rights enjoyment. The reliance on human rights indicators emanating from international human rights treaties might serve to promote coherence and consistency at the international level and further donor harmonization in relevant fields.

This chapter has outlined three modes of integrating human rights into development: a non-explicit approach, integrating human rights principles, and integrating human rights obligations. The chapter has attempted to connect the various modes of human rights integration with various types of human rights indicators. Consistent with OHCHR practice, this analysis distinguishes between structure, process, and outcome indicators. Only under a human rights obligations approach analyzed in chapter 3 are all the three levels of human rights indicators included as a practice, whereas the non-explicit approach to integration typically only relates to human rights in select references to actual enjoyment of rights (outcomes) and the occasional incorporation of principles, such as participation or equality and equity. With human rights obligations vested in states as the primary duty-bearers, it may be useful to consider and distinguish how states use human rights indicators generally and how they use them as donors. There is a growing interest in documenting how donors and lenders fulfil their human rights obligations—but also in ascertaining how donors and lenders support borrowing or recipient states’ fulfilment of similar obligations and how to determine whether development assistance undermines human rights enjoyment.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

The discussion in previous chapters has set forth perspectives on the nature of the overlap between human rights and development and outlined approaches to that overlap. It has also analyzed the convergence of human rights and development, the roles and justifications for integrating human rights into development, as well as the tensions that persist between the discourses. Given the potential relevance of human rights for development, the chapters have outlined the role and relevance of human rights indicators for development in intrinsic and instrumental terms, particularly in how they may connect the normative core of human rights standards and principles with empirical data of various sorts.

Indicators are used at different levels for different purposes, e.g., to measure the current situation in a given country or to measure the impact and performance of a particular program so that a wide range of measures, methodologies, and uses can be identified. Two principal methodologies of indicator formulations can be identified in human rights assessment: (1) compliance indicators measuring the human rights accountability of primary states as duty-bearers (including as donors), and (2) indicators measuring the effectiveness of program implementation. Positive rather than negative assessment is also discernable in relation to the duty-bearer accountability of states, with monitoring institutions reluctant to focus on a systematic assessment of human rights violations, seeking instead to use softer language in indicators focused more on progressive realization. At the program and project levels, variations in context and purpose render efforts to streamline indicators across localities, regions, countries, and continents very challenging—even when the basic methodology is uniform (e.g., PRS). Ambitions to create common human rights indicators from the micro- to the macro-levels have rarely been realized. Even with a common conceptual approach, the contexts of development localities and institutions vary immensely, making such efforts difficult.

A distinct trend is evident in relation to state duty-bearers as donors. There is little consistency about the level and modalities of human rights support across the donor community. Human rights dimensions of general assistance policies are acknowledged in some areas and sectors but not in others. The mainstreaming of human rights principles is largely implicit and unsystematic, and human rights accountability is often unclear when human rights are integrated in governance strategies without the corresponding rights-specific indicators. Moreover, the place of human rights obligations in this context remains unclear. Donor coordination and strategies on harmonization, consistency, and joint methodologies already place some reliance on indicators, which may open the possibility of use of human rights indicators in future should those activities expand to cover human rights explicitly. Similarly, should the understanding of the core Paris Declaration principles of mutual accountability, ownership, harmonization, and alignment and managing for results evolve to rely on human rights frameworks, relevance on human rights indicators might become more obvious. This report has aimed to contribute to the discourse on human rights and development by elucidating the possible modes for approaches to the integration of human rights in development and setting forth the relevance of human
rights indicators to each of these. It does not endorse any particular approach to either the process of human integration or the use of human rights indicators, but it merely posits that human rights indicators are an essential element of any incorporation of human rights into development, whether at the nonexplicit level of development activities that have a human rights dimension, or through the integration of human rights principles to approaches based directly on human rights obligations.

Nevertheless, the report illustrates how existing approaches to human rights indicators in development remain inchoate, with rationales rarely explicit and application unsystematic. Regardless of the approach employed for the integration of human rights in development and notwithstanding the appropriateness of more limited approaches in certain institutional settings, establishing clear and consistent rationales for the use of human rights indicators in development policy and activities may contribute greater coherence to the understanding of the role of human rights in development more generally.
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APPENDIX B

A Structure of Human Rights Indicators

APPENDIX C

Human Rights Indicators Sources

The Cingranelli-Richards (CIRI) Human Rights Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Assessing status of human rights violations of civil and political rights and women’s rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Designed for use by scholars and students to test theories about the causes and consequences of human rights violations, as well as policy makers and analysts who seek to estimate the human rights effects of a wide variety of institutional changes and public policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>U.S. State Department and Amnesty International country reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Method of data translation | Countries are rated according to the following variables on the basis of quantitative assessment of numbers of violated cases:  
Political or extrajudicial killings; unlawful or arbitrary deprivation of life  
Disappearances  
Torture  
Political imprisonment  
Freedom of speech and press  
Freedom of religion  
Freedom of movement  
Freedom of assembly and association  
Political participation  
Worker rights  
Women’s political rights  
Woman’s economic rights  
Woman’s social rights |
| Further information | www.humanrightsdata.com |

Political Terror Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Assessing (judgment of human rights conditions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Used by scholars to examine the relationship between human rights and aid or development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>U.S. State Department and Amnesty International country reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of data translation</td>
<td>Rating of country reports on a 5-point scale, where 1 signifies that the country is under secure rule of law and 5 signifies that there is a high level of violations of civil and political rights in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further information</td>
<td><a href="http://www.politicalterrorscale.org/">http://www.politicalterrorscale.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The CEDAW Assessment Tool (American Bar Association (ABA) and Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative (CEELI))

**Purpose**
To assess the status of women as reflected in a country’s laws and based on the degree to which women in practice the rights and protections guaranteed by CEDAW.

**Use**
Intended to be a tool for aid organizations and governments to determine where and how there is a need for intervention.

**Data sources**
Laws of the state and interviews with a selection of at least 30 local people working in the field of women’s rights. Possible interviewees include human rights NGOs, women’s rights NGOs, government officials and ministries, trade unions, media representatives, law enforcement officials, judges, prosecutors, law professors, bar association members, social workers, and individuals working at women’s health clinics and reproductive health organizations.

**Method of data translation**
Evaluation carried out by assessment team in corporation with local lawyers or other local expert.

*De jure* analysis: national legislation is reviewed to determine the status of women as reflected in a country’s laws measured by CEDAW standards.

*De facto* analysis: to determine the actual realization of CEDAW in real life in the country. Interviews with local experts to collect information on implementation of laws and realization of rights from the viewpoint of those most involved in and affected by a state’s compliance with CEDAW.

Conversion of data into a numerical scale of 5.

**Further information**

Judicial Reform Index (American Bar Association (ABA) and Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative (CEELI))

**Purpose**
To assess the process of reforming the judiciaries in emerging democracies

**Use**
Enable ABA and CEELI, its funders, and the emerging democracies themselves to better target judicial reform programs and monitor progress toward establishing more accountable, effective, and independent judiciaries.

**Data sources**
Based on interviews with key informants and on relevant available data.

**Method of data translation**
Assessors are given a series of 30 statements setting forth factors that indicate the development of an accountable, effective, and independent judiciary. The categories incorporated address the quality, education, and diversity of judges; jurisdiction and judicial powers; financial and structural safeguards; accountability and transparency; and issues affecting the efficiency of the judiciary. Each statement is allocated one of three values: positive, neutral, or negative. When the statement strongly corresponds to the reality in a given country, the country is to be given a score of positive for that statement. However, if the statement is not at all representative of the conditions in that country, it is given a negative.

The 30 statements are based on both subjective and objective criteria and on criteria examined on some fundamental international norms, such as those set out in the U.N. Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary.

**Further information**
http://www.abanet.org/rol/publications/judicial_reform_index.shtml
**Freedom in the World: Freedom House**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Purpose</strong></th>
<th>To assess the degree of freedom in 193 countries and 58 territories in the world as part of Freedom House’s “work to advance the worldwide expansion of political and economic freedom.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use</strong></td>
<td>Tool to assess state of political rights and civil liberties in the countries of the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data sources</strong></td>
<td>A broad range of sources of information is used in preparing their reports, including foreign and domestic news reports, academic analyses, nongovernmental organizations, think tanks, individual professional contacts, and visits to the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Method of data translation</strong></td>
<td>Rating of countries on a 7-point scale:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The ratings process is based on a checklist of 10 political rights questions and 15 civil liberties questions. Raw points are awarded to each of these questions on a scale of 0 to 4, where 0 points represents the smallest degree and 4 points the greatest degree of rights or liberties present. The highest number of points that can be awarded to the political rights checklist is 40 (or a total of up to 4 points for each of the 10 questions). The highest number of points that can be awarded to the civil liberties checklist is 60 (or a total of up to 4 points for each of the 15 questions). The total number of points awarded to the political rights and civil liberties checklists determines the political rights and civil liberties ratings. Each point total corresponds to a rating of 1 through 7, with 1 representing the highest and 7 the lowest level of freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Further information</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=15">http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=15</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D

Definition of Right to Water

### Right to water and sanitation

- **Legal standards**
  - The Right to Water is primarily a part of CESCR article 11.1—Right to a Decent Standard of Living—because the Covenant text “including adequate food, clothing and housing” is not intended to be exhaustive.
  - The right to water is also part of the following:
    - The right to health (CESCR article 12—see GC 14, para 11–12)
    - The right to housing and food (CESCR article 11.1—see GC 4, para 8(b))
    - The right to life and human dignity (UDHR article 3; CCPR article 6—see GC 15, para 3).
    - The right to primary health care (CRC article 24)
    - The right to freedom from discrimination against women in rural areas (CEDAW article 14.2).

- **Core content according to the Committee on ESCR**
  - The right to water is dealt with in General Comment 15 in which the core content is defined as (GC15, para 37):
    - “To ensure access to the minimum essential amount of water, that is sufficient and safe for personal and domestic uses to prevent diseases;
    - To ensure the right of access to water and water facilities and services on a non-discriminatory basis, especially for disadvantaged or marginalized groups;
    - To ensure physical access to water facilities or services that provide sufficient, safe and regular water; that have a sufficient number of water outlets to avoid prohibitive waiting times; and that are at a reasonable distance from the household;
    - To ensure personal security is not threatened when having to physically access to water;
    - To ensure equitable distribution of all available water facilities and services;
    - To adopt and implement a national strategy and plan of action addressing the whole population [. . .]
    - To monitor the extent of the realization, or the non-realization, of the right to water;
    - To adopt relatively low-cost targeted water programmes to protect vulnerable and marginalized groups;
    - To take measures to prevent, treat and control diseases linked to water, in particular ensuring access to adequate sanitation;”
  - “Priority in the allocation of water must be given to the right to water for personal and domestic uses. Priority should also be given to the water resources required to prevent starvation and disease, as well as water required to meet the core obligations of each of the Covenant rights” (GC 15, para 6)

- The right to water must be adequate for human dignity, life and health (GC 15, para 11). The following factors always apply to adequacy: availability, quality and accessibility (physical, economic, non-discrimination and information accessibility) (GC 15, para 12).
GC 14 on the Right to Health says that a dimension of the right relates to *quality*, including the need for “safe and potable water, and adequate sanitation” (GC 14, para 12d). The core content of the right to health further includes an obligation “to ensure access to basic shelter, housing and sanitation, and an adequate supply of safe and potable water” (GC 14, 43(c)).

**Approaches of scholars**

“There is an urgent need for the international community to meet its commitment to the water sector and to begin addressing the world’s water problems with renewed vigour. The RBA [rights-based approach] is a tool for emphasising government obligations and for drawing the world’s attention to the state of water resources and management encourages this. It also provides a valuable approach to the implementation and management of water services. Experience documented by development practitioners shows that the RBA improves the overall accessibility, efficiency and sustainability of water-related development projects.” Emilie Filmer-Wilson, 2005. The Human Rights-Based Approach to Development. The Right to Water. *Netherlands Quarterly of Human Rights*, Vol. 23, 2, p. 240.
## Definition of the Right to Education

### The Right to Education

| Legal standards | The UDHR article 26: “Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory [. . .]”
|                | The CESCR, article 13 and 14 clearly acknowledge “the right of everyone to education” and the obligation to provide primary education “compulsory and available free to all”—or to at least fix a detailed national strategy that ensures that such education is progressively implemented “within a reasonable number of years.”
|                | The UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education also affirms the right to education, including the right to free and compulsory primary education that must be provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
|                | References to the right to education are also included in the following:
|                | CEDAW, article 10 and 16.
|                | CRC article 28 and 29.
|                | The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and the Members of their Families article 12, 30, 43, and 45.
|                | The right to education is dealt with in General Comments 11 and 13.
|                | The right to education is framed according to “the four A’s” (GC 13, para 6):
|                | **Availability**: the quantity of institutions and programs. It also concerns the requirements in terms of buildings, sanitation, trained teacher, etc., which are all context-dependent.
|                | **Accessibility**: has three dimensions: (1) Nondiscrimination; (2) Physical accessibility; and (3) Economic accessibility, underlining the need for education to be affordable to all and, at least, primary education to be free.
|                | **Acceptability**: cultural adequacy and the acceptability of the form, substance, and methods of the education to students (and parents). Minimum educational standards may be approved by the state.
|                | **Adaptability**: the education must adapt to the particular needs of the communities and the students.
|                | The core content includes an obligation for the state on the following five points (GC13, para 57):
|                | “Ensure the right of access to public educational institutions and programmes on a non-discriminatory basis.”
|                | “Ensure that education conforms to the objectives set out in article 13(1).”
|                | “Provide primary education for all in accordance with article 13(2)(a),” i.e., ensure free and compulsory universal primary education that guarantees to satisfy all children’s basic learning needs and are cultural and locally adequate.
|                | “Adopt and implement a national educational strategy which includes provision for secondary, higher and fundamental education.”

### Core content according to the Committee on ESCR

|                      | The right to education is dealt with in General Comments 11 and 13.
|                      | The right to education is framed according to “the four A’s” (GC 13, para 6):
|                      | **Availability**: the quantity of institutions and programs. It also concerns the requirements in terms of buildings, sanitation, trained teacher, etc., which are all context-dependent.
|                      | **Accessibility**: has three dimensions: (1) Nondiscrimination; (2) Physical accessibility; and (3) Economic accessibility, underlining the need for education to be affordable to all and, at least, primary education to be free.
|                      | **Acceptability**: cultural adequacy and the acceptability of the form, substance, and methods of the education to students (and parents). Minimum educational standards may be approved by the state.
|                      | **Adaptability**: the education must adapt to the particular needs of the communities and the students.
|                      | The core content includes an obligation for the state on the following five points (GC13, para 57):
|                      | “Ensure the right of access to public educational institutions and programmes on a non-discriminatory basis.”
|                      | “Ensure that education conforms to the objectives set out in article 13(1).”
|                      | “Provide primary education for all in accordance with article 13(2)(a),” i.e., ensure free and compulsory universal primary education that guarantees to satisfy all children’s basic learning needs and are cultural and locally adequate.
|                      | “Adopt and implement a national educational strategy which includes provision for secondary, higher and fundamental education.”


“Ensure free choice of education without interference from the State or third parties, subject to conformity with “minimum educational standards” (art. 13(3) and (4)).” This entails freedom of parents to choose an education for their children, which is in compliance with their own beliefs and freedom of parents to choose other than public schools.

Transparency is specifically required in relation to an effective monitoring system of the educational system in terms of objectives, progress, and minimum educational standards. As with all the other human rights, the state must also provide an accessible, affordable, timely, and effective system of remedy and redress.

**Approaches of international agencies**

OHCHR formulates some key elements of the right in relation to poverty reduction and the MDGs and develops indicators for each of these targets. On top of nondiscrimination and free primary education to all, these key indicators focus on eradication of illiteracy and free secondary education to all.

UNESCO employs a rights-based approach to their activities and, as OHCHR, links education with the eradication of poverty. However, the monitoring activities focus on the outcome, irrespective of whether this can be attributed to the implementation of a state obligation with regard to the right to education or not.

**Approaches of scholars**

Tomaševski developed the 4A scheme and the definition of the core content, as applied by the Committee ESCR. She puts particular emphasis on the right to education of vulnerable groups and stresses the need for remedies for ensuring accountability. She has worked extensively with the issue of indicators for the right.

Coomans focuses on nondiscriminatory access to education, free and compulsory education, special facilities for persons with an educational deficit, quality of education, free choice of education and the right to be educated in the language of one’s own choice as the most important elements of the right.

Hunt has also worked on the issue of indicators for the right to education. He stresses the need for establishing the extent of states’ obligations and proposes a three-tier set of obligations: (1) obligations applying uniformly to all states (such as the principle of nondiscrimination; (2) a minimum core content of the right to education; and (3) the variable dimension.
APPENDIX F

Definition of the Right to Social Security

The Right to Social Security

| Legal standards | The UDHR, article 25 (1) “Everyone has the right to [. . .] medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control” and (2) “motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance.”

The CESCR, article 9: “The State Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to social security, including social insurance”

Furthermore, CESCR article 10 requires that: (1) “The widest possible protection and assistance should be accorded to the family”; (2) “Special protection should be accorded to mothers during a reasonable period before and after childbirth. During such period working mothers should be accorded paid leave or leave with adequate social security benefits,” (3) “Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of all children and young persons without any discrimination for reasons of parentage or other conditions”

ILO Convention 102 on Social Security (Minimum Standards) creates obligations for benefits with regard to: 1) medical care, 2) cash sickness, 3) maternity, 4) old-age, 5) invalidity, 6) survivors, 7) employment injury, 8) unemployment, 9) family benefits.

The right to Social Security can also be seen as a part of:

- The right to life (UDHR article 3, CCPR article 6)
- The right to work (CESCR article 6 and 7)
- The right to food (which again is a part of the right to a decent standard of living, CESC article 11.1)
- The right to health (CESCR article 12 (2d))
- The right to freedom from discrimination against women in the field of employment (CEDAW article 11)
- The right to freedom from discrimination against women in rural areas (CEDAW Art. 14).

During 2006 a draft General Comment no. 20 on the Right to Social Security was elaborated. The draft guidelines define core obligations which are to be implemented with immediate effect; they stress inter alia the obligation to ensure access to the minimum essential level of social security that is essential for acquiring water and sanitation, foodstuffs, essential primary health care and basic shelter and housing, and the most basic forms of education. In the revised General guidelines regarding the form and contents of reports to be submitted by states parties to the Committee on ESCR, information required for reporting on article 9 includes the elements included in ILO Convention 102 (see above).

As all other human rights, the rights must be applied in a non-discriminatory way with due priority to the most vulnerable groups.

Core content according to the Committee on ESCR

During 2006 a draft General Comment no. 20 on the Right to Social Security was elaborated. The draft guidelines define core obligations which are to be implemented with immediate effect; they stress inter alia the obligation to ensure access to the minimum essential level of social security that is essential for acquiring water and sanitation, foodstuffs, essential primary health care and basic shelter and housing, and the most basic forms of education. In the revised General guidelines regarding the form and contents of reports to be submitted by states parties to the Committee on ESCR, information required for reporting on article 9 includes the elements included in ILO Convention 102 (see above).

As all other human rights, the rights must be applied in a non-discriminatory way with due priority to the most vulnerable groups.
The OHCHR links the right to the concept of social safety nets.

The ILO outlines a human right to social protection which should guarantee access to essential goods and services; promote active socio-economic security and advance individual and social potentials for poverty reduction and sustainable development.

The World Bank's operates with social risk management, which overlaps with the ILO approach to social protection, but social risk management does not provide a normative framework.

Lamarche concludes that risks related to health care, sickness benefits, survivor’s benefits and maternity benefits should be part of a priority basket of protected risks.

Liebenberg links the right to social security to the obligations entailed in the ILO Convention 102 and argues that the right to social assistance is part of the right to an adequate standard of living (article 11). The minimum core obligation should include ensuring that the most disadvantaged and vulnerable groups are provided with basic levels of social security.
Implementation of the Right to Development: Attributes Criteria, Subcriteria, and Indicators

The right to development is the right of peoples and individuals to the constant improvement of their well-being and to a national and global enabling environment conducive to just, equitable, participatory, and human-centred development respectful of all human rights. The attributes, criteria, subcriteria, and indicators listed in the following table are designed to assess the extent to which states are individually and collectively taking steps to establish, promote, and sustain national and international arrangements that create an enabling environment for the realization of the right to development. The responsibility for the creation of this enabling environment encompasses three main levels: (1) states acting collectively in global and regional partnerships; (2) states acting individually as they adopt and implement policies that affect persons not strictly within their jurisdiction; and (3) states acting individually as they formulate national development policies and programs affecting persons within their jurisdiction. In order to assess progress in meeting these responsibilities, a selection of indicators is also listed (for their technical definition and sources, see endnotes).

Attribute 1: Comprehensive and Human-Centered Development Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (a) To promote constant improvement in socioeconomic well-being</td>
<td>1 (a) (i) Health</td>
<td>Public expenditures on primary health; life expectancy at birth; access to essential drugs; low birthweight babies; child mortality; HIV prevalence; births attended by skilled personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (a) (ii) Education</td>
<td>Public spending on primary education; school enrolment rates; school completion rates; international scores for student achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (a) (iii) Housing and water</td>
<td>Public expenditure on public service provision; access to improved drinking water and sanitation; homelessness rate; cost of housing relative to income; slum populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (a) (iv) Work and social security</td>
<td>Long-term unemployment; involuntary part-time employment; public expenditure on social security; income poverty rates below national and international lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (a) (v) Food security and nutrition</td>
<td>Child stunting rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Subcriteria</td>
<td>Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) To maintain stable national and global economic and financial systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) (i) Reducing risks of domestic financial crises</td>
<td>National regulatory framework; domestic price stability; stability of investments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) (ii) Providing against volatility of national commodity prices</td>
<td>National food price volatility; mechanisms for mediating price swings for food staples; food production volatility; agricultural share in total investment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) (iii) Reducing risks of external macroimbalances</td>
<td>Debt sustainability; foreign exchange reserves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) (iv) Reducing and mitigating impacts of international financial and economic crises</td>
<td>International macroeconomic policy coordination; counter-cyclical financial flows; stability of private capital flows; policies to avert adverse impact of domestic macro policies on other countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (b) (v) Protect against volatility of international commodity prices</td>
<td>International commodity prices for food staples; international price stabilization mechanisms; non-agricultural commodity prices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (c) To adopt national and international policy strategies supportive of the right to development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (c) (i) Right to development priorities reflected in national development plans and programmes</td>
<td>Availability of disaggregated socioeconomic data as element of right to development content in key national development strategy documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (c) (ii) Right to development priorities reflected in policies and programs of IMF, World Bank, WTO, and other international institutions</td>
<td>Equity, nondiscrimination, and right to development objectives in IMF, World Bank, and WTO programs and policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (d) To establish an economic regulatory and oversight system to manage risk and encourage competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (d) (i) System of property rights and contract enforcement</td>
<td>Rule of law governance measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (d) (ii) Policies and regulations promoting private investment</td>
<td>Regulatory quality governance measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (e) To create an equitable, rule-based, predictable and nondiscriminatory international trading system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (e) (i) Bilateral, regional and multilateral trade rules conducive to the right to development</td>
<td>Human rights impact assessment of trade agreements, aid for trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (e) (ii) Market access (share of global trade)</td>
<td>Agricultural export subsidies that adversely affect low-income countries; agricultural imports from developing countries; tariffs on manufactured goods; tariffs on developing-country exports; tariff peaks; manufactured exports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (e) (iii) Movement of persons</td>
<td>Ratification of the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Attribute 1: Comprehensive and Human-Centered Development Policy (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (f) To promote and ensure access to adequate financial resources</td>
<td>1 (f) (i) Domestic resource mobilization</td>
<td>Effective taxation policies that ensure mobilization of maximum available resources for fulfillment of human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (f) (ii) Magnitude and terms of bilateral official capital flows</td>
<td>Net ODA flows relative to donor national incomes with 0.7 percent MDG benchmark and recipient national incomes, program-based aid, quality of aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (f) (iii) Magnitude and terms of multilateral official capital flows</td>
<td>Proposals for innovative sources for financing international development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (f) (iv) Debt sustainability</td>
<td>External debt relative to exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (g) To promote and ensure access to the benefits of science and technology</td>
<td>1 (g) (i) Pro-poor technology development strategy</td>
<td>Existence of policy framework for technology development targeted at poor people’s needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (ii) Agricultural technology</td>
<td>Improvement in agricultural technology, aid allocation to agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (iii) Manufacturing technology</td>
<td>Technology component of exports, performance requirement provisions in trade agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (iv) Technology transfer, access and national capacity</td>
<td>Electricity consumption, Internet coverage, intellectual property and licensing, intellectual property and technology transfer provisions in trade agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (v) Green energy technology</td>
<td>Development cooperation for green technologies, use of TRIPS flexibilities to acquire green technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (vi) Health technology</td>
<td>Aid allocations to health technologies, use of TRIPS flexibilities and price discounts to expand access to HIV antiretroviral drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (g) (vii) Information technology</td>
<td>Access to telecommunications infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (h) To promote and ensure environmental sustainability and sustainable use of natural resources</td>
<td>1 (h) (i) Prevent environmental degradation and resource depletion</td>
<td>Ratification of environmental conventions, consumption of ozone-depleting substances, fishing subsidies, tropical timber imports, gasoline taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (h) (ii) Access to natural resources</td>
<td>Value of natural capital, consultative process for respecting the rights of indigenous peoples over natural resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (h) (iii) Sustainable energy policies and practices</td>
<td>Renewable energy supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (i) To contribute to an environment of peace and security</td>
<td>1 (i) (i) Reduce conflict risks</td>
<td>Transparency in extractive resources trade, socioeconomic disparities between ethnic and other groups, adoption of international arms control measures, implementation of international schemes to restrict marketing of natural resources that fuel conflicts Index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Human Rights Indicators in Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (i) (ii) Protecting the vulnerable during conflict</td>
<td>Civilian deaths and internally displaced during conflict; commitment to participation of women in peace processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (i) (iii) Post-conflict peace building and development</td>
<td>Mechanisms for transitional justice; aid allocations for disarmament; rehabilitation and integration directed specifically at vulnerable groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (i) (iv) Refugees and asylum-seekers</td>
<td>Contribution to hosting refugees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (i) (v) Personal security not in times and zones of armed conflict</td>
<td>Homicide rates (preferably disaggregated); political stability and absence of violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (j) To adopt and periodically review national development strategies and plans of action on the basis of a participatory and transparent process</td>
<td>Disaggregated socioeconomic indicators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (j) (i) Collection and public access to key socioeconomic data disaggregated by population groups</td>
<td>Existence of systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (j) (ii) Plan of action with monitoring and evaluation systems</td>
<td>See the following attribute 2 list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attribute 2: Participatory Human Rights Processes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 (a) To establish a legal framework supportive of sustainable human-centered development</td>
<td>2 (a) (i) Ratification of relevant international conventions</td>
<td>Ratification of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child and conventions relating to environment, disadvantaged and marginalized populations, and labor standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (a) (ii) Responsiveness to international monitoring and review procedures</td>
<td>State reporting, acting upon findings and recommendations and views of treaty bodies and cooperation with special procedures and the universal periodic review process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (a) (iii) National legal protection of human rights</td>
<td>Constitutional and legislative guarantees; national human rights institutions protecting human rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (b) To draw on relevant international human rights instruments in elaborating development strategies</td>
<td>2 (b) (i) Human rights–based approach in national development strategies</td>
<td>Human rights in national development plans and PRSPs; responsibility for extraterritorial infringement of human rights, including by business enterprises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Attribute 2: Participatory Human Rights Processes (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 (b) (ii) Human rights-based approach in policy of bilateral and multilateral institutions and agencies</td>
<td>Institutional policy on human rights; human rights impact assessments of WTO agreements and IMF and World Bank programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) To ensure nondiscrimination, access to information, participation, and effective remedies</td>
<td>Percentage of core human rights for which there are constitutional or legal protections and adjudicatory mechanisms; existence of legal protections for human rights defenders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (i) Establishment of a framework providing remedies for violations</td>
<td>Provision of sufficient political and financial support to ensure effective participation of the population in all phases of the development policy and program design, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation; percentage of national and subnational ministries and other public service providers with published procedures to support public participation in the different stages of assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation of programs and policies; existence of a legal or administrative standard requiring free, informed, prior consent by indigenous communities to the exploitation of natural resources on their traditional lands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (ii) Establishment of a framework to facilitate participation</td>
<td>Freedom of assembly and association; freedom of speech; voice of rights-holders, accountability of duty-bearers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (iii) Procedures facilitating participation in social and economic decision making</td>
<td>Percentage of core human rights for which there are constitutional or legal protections specifically for women; percentage of core human rights for which there are constitutional or legal protections ensuring equal rights for citizens regardless of race or ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (iv) Establishment of a legal framework supportive of nondiscrimination</td>
<td>Percentage of sectoral ministries that can provide all of the following for each of its core programs and projects: assessment of relevant vulnerable groups in the context of the program or project, including groups that are vulnerable to discrimination and groups that are vulnerable for other reasons; baseline assessment data of the current state of access to relevant services disaggregated to reflect relevant vulnerable groups; monitoring systems for the program or policy that provide disaggregated information about relevant vulnerable groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (v) Establishment of assessment and evaluation system supportive of nondiscrimination</td>
<td>Percentage of sectoral ministries that can provide all of the following for each of its core programs and projects: assessment of relevant vulnerable groups in the context of the program or project, including groups that are vulnerable to discrimination and groups that are vulnerable for other reasons; baseline assessment data of the current state of access to relevant services disaggregated to reflect relevant vulnerable groups; monitoring systems for the program or policy that provide disaggregated information about relevant vulnerable groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Subcriteria</td>
<td>Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (vi) Indicators reflecting likelihood of differential treatment of marginalized groups</td>
<td>Ratio of socioeconomic indicators for marginalized groups to the national average;(^\text{133}) ratio of percentage of population with advanced HIV infection with access to antiretroviral drugs for marginalized groups to the national average—tracks Millennium Development Goal indicator 6.5;(^\text{134}) share of the population of marginalized groups incarcerated relative to their share in the population(^\text{135})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (c) (vii) Mechanisms for transparency and accountability</td>
<td>Percentage of providers of core public services, whether public or private, for which there exist functional administrative or judicial means of complaint and remedy if standards are violated(^\text{136})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (d) To promote good governance at the international level and effective participation of all countries in international decision making</td>
<td>Percentage of donor support provided through nationally defined coordinated programs: Paris Declaration indicator 4(^\text{138})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (d) (i) Mechanisms for incorporating aid recipients’ voice in aid programming and evaluation</td>
<td>IMF voting shares compared to share in global trade;(^\text{139}) representatives for country participating in negotiations(^\text{140})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (d) (ii) Genuine participation of all concerned in international consultation and decision making</td>
<td>Government effectiveness measures(^\text{142})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (e) To promote good governance and respect for rule of law at the national level(^\text{141})</td>
<td>Corruption control measures(^\text{143})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (e) (i) Government effectiveness</td>
<td>Rule of law measures(^\text{144})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attribute 3: Social Justice in Development**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 (a) To provide for fair access to and sharing of the benefits of development(^\text{145})</td>
<td>3 (a) (i) Equality of opportunity in education, health, housing, employment, and incomes</td>
<td>Income inequality;(^\text{146}) disaggregated outcome data by population groups, for example, male-female, rural-urban, ethnic-racial, and social-economic status (see indicators for 2 (c) (vi))(^\text{147})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (a) (ii) Equality of access to resources and public goods</td>
<td>Public expenditures benefiting poor households(^\text{148})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (a) (iii) Reducing marginalization of least developed and vulnerable countries</td>
<td>Global gaps in income and human well-being;(^\text{149}) mitigating differential bargaining power and adjustment costs of trade liberalization(^\text{150})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
## Attribute 3: Social Justice in Development (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Subcriteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 (b) To provide for fair sharing of the burdens of development¹⁵³</td>
<td>3 (b) (i) Equitably sharing environmental burdens of development</td>
<td>Availability of climate change funds for developing countries;¹⁵⁴ multilateral agreements to reduce negative environmental impacts;¹⁵⁵ distribution of contributions to climate change¹⁵⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazardous industries, dams, natural resource concessions¹⁵⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (b) (ii) Just compensation for negative impacts of development investments and policies</td>
<td>Domestic emergency response funds;¹⁵⁸ international humanitarian and reconstruction aid;¹⁵⁹ counter-cyclical official financial flows¹⁶⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (b) (iii) Establishing safety nets to provide for the needs of vulnerable populations in times of natural, financial, or other crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (c) To eradicate social injustices through economic and social reforms¹⁶¹</td>
<td>3 (c) (i) Policies aimed at decent work, which provide for work that is productive and delivers a fair income, security in the workplace, and social protection for families</td>
<td>Growth rate per GDP of person employed, employment to population ratio, proportion of people living on less than a dollar a day¹⁶²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (c) (ii) Elimination of sexual exploitation and human trafficking</td>
<td>Ratification of the protocol to prevent, suppress, and punish trafficking in persons, especially women and children¹⁶³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (c) (iii) Elimination of child labor</td>
<td>Extent of child labor;¹⁶⁴ ratification of the convention on the worst forms of child labor¹⁶⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (c) (iv) Eliminate slum housing conditions</td>
<td>Proportion of urban population living in slums;¹⁶⁶ access to improved sanitation;¹⁶⁷ and secure tenure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (c) (v) Land reform</td>
<td>Access to land;¹⁶⁸ secure land rights;¹⁶⁹ and remedies against land grabs¹⁷⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

¹ See General Assembly resolution 41/128 Declaration on the Right to Development 1986, annex, second preambular paragraph, art. 3.
³ *Ibid.*, art. 2.
⁴ *Ibid.*, second preambular paragraph and art. 2.3.
⁵ Public expenditures on primary health care as percentage of GDP. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
⁶ Life expectancy at birth, total. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
⁸ Percentage of low birthweight babies. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
9 Under-five mortality rate (Millennium Development Goal indicator 4.1). Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
11 Percentage of births attended by skilled personnel (Millennium Development Goal indicator 5.2). Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
12 Public expenditures on primary education as percentage of GNI. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
13 Percentage of births attended by skilled personnel (Millennium Development Goal indicator 5.2). Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
14 Average score on the Programme for International Student Assessment. Source: OECD Program for International Student Assessment, available from http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_32252351_32236130_1_1_1_1_1,00.html.
15 Public expenditure on electricity or other forms of clean energy, water supply, sanitation, and road infrastructure as percentage of GNI. Source: national estimates.
16 Percentage of population with access to improved drinking water (Millennium Development Goal 7.8) and percentage of population with access to improved sanitation (Goal 7.9). Source: http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/Data.aspx?cr=4.
17 Percentage of population homeless. Source: national data (no international data sets available).
20 Existence of a transparent, banking regulatory framework and supervisory system sufficient to ensure the integrity of monetary and banking system, mitigate systemic risk, protect consumers and investors, and ensure fairness and efficiency of markets. Source: national policy documents (no international data sets available).
21 Public expenditure on social security as percentage of GNI. Source: national statistical services.
22 Inflation rate (GDP deflator) below 20 percent. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
23 Ratio of current year to average past five years gross domestic capital formation as percentage of GDP. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
27 Allocations to agricultural sector in national investment budgets (from domestic and external resources). Source: national budget and plan documents (no data sets available).
28 Ratio of debt to exports. Ratio of debt to government revenue. Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance; debt management software system in place, such as DMFAS or CS-DRMS. Source: national documentation.

9 Percentage of coordinated macropolicy decisions by G-8 and G-20 countries that incorporate their human development impact. Source: records of G-8 and G-20 meetings and background policy documents (no international data sets available).

10 Year-to-year percentage change in total IMF credit and loans disbursed (net transfer International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and International Development Association loans outstanding, official net transfer) in proportion to percentage change in average GNI growth rate of developing countries. Source: World Bank, *Global Development Finance*.


13 Ratio of average annual value to average value over preceding five years of FAO food price index. Source: www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/foodpricesindex/en.

14 Existence of global or globally coordinated institutions capable of mediating price swings on key staple foods (corn, oilseed, soybean, rice, wheat), e.g., global buffer stock system. Source: www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/foodpricesindex/en.

15 Ratio current year to preceding five years of average value price index for non-agricultural raw materials (minerals, ores and metals, crude petroleum). Source: UNCTAD, Commodity Price Bulletin.

16 Ibid., third preambular paragraph, arts. 2.3, 3.1, 4, and 10. See also the report of the International Conference on Financing for Development (A/CONF.198/11), para. 11.

17 Existence and accessibility of key socioeconomic indicators disaggregated by population groups, such as region, ethnicity or linguistic affiliation, race, gender, rural and urban location. Source: national statistical data (no international data sets available).

18 For IMF, World Bank, and WTO: does the institution explicitly take a rights-based approach to its work, with particular attention to equality and nondiscrimination, transparency, participation, and accountability? Source: IMF, World Bank, WTO policy statements (no international data sets available).

19 See General Assembly resolutions 41/128, 14th preambular paragraph, arts. 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1; 63/303, para. 37; and the Monterrey Consensus (A/CONF.198/11), paras. 20 and 21.


22 See General Assembly resolution 41/128, 15th preambular paragraph, and arts. 3.3 and 4; General Assembly resolution 64/172, 9th preambular paragraph, and para. 26; and Human Rights Council resolution S-10/1, para. 7.

23 Existence of requirement to conduct prior impact assessment of the complaint remedy sought on human development in the opposing party, as well as domestically. Source: National Government documentation (no international data sets available).

24 Proportion of ODA allocated to aid for trade objectives. Source: donor agency data (no international data sets available).

25 Agricultural support estimate as percentage of the value of agricultural output. Source: compute from the World Development Indicators Online, World Bank.

26 Value of agricultural imports from developing countries (least developed, landlocked, small-island developing, low-income, middle-income) as a percentage of value of agricultural consumption in OECD countries. Source: UNCTAD, Trade Analysis and Information System database (http://r0.unctad.org/trains_new/index.shtm).

27 Average tariff rate in OECD countries on manufactured goods originating from least developed, low- and middle-income countries. Source: UNCTAD, Trade Analysis and Information System database (http://r0.unctad.org/trains_new/index.shtm).

58 Percentage of countries that have ratified the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. Source: treaty body database (www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/Statusfrset?OpenFrameSet).
59 See General Assembly resolution 41/128, 14th and 15th preambular paragraphs, arts. 4.2 and 8; General Assembly resolution 63/303, paras. 10, 11, and 14; and the Monterrey Consensus (A/CONF.198/11), para. 15.
60 Government revenue as percentage of GDP. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
63 Quality of aid indicator of Commitment to Development Index. Source: Center for Global Development (www.cgdev.org/section/topics/aid_effectiveness). In the light of the conceptual and methodological considerations made in the present report, further research is required.
64 Number of times that innovative proposals for financing (e.g., Tobin tax, airline tax) feature on the agenda of G-8 and G-20 meetings, and of intergovernmental meetings on financing for development. Source: records of G-8 and G-20 meetings and of U.N. meetings on financing for development.
66 See General Assembly resolutions 41/128, 3rd, 10th, and 16th preambular paragraphs, arts. 2.3, 3.3, and 4; 55/2, para. 20; and 60/1, para. 60.
67 Existence of national policy statement on science in technology. Source: national development plan or other strategy document (such as poverty reduction strategy paper). Source: national Government documentation (no international data sets available).
70 High technology exports as percentage of total exports of goods. Source: U.N. Statistical Division Comtrade.
71 Percentage of bilateral and regional trade agreements that prohibit developing countries from using performance criteria (such as local content requirements, technology transfer requirements, and local employment requirements) to maximize benefits of foreign direct investment on national development. Source: content review of bilateral and regional trade agreements (no international data sets available).
72 Kilowatt hours per capita. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
73 Internet hosts per 1,000 people. Source: International Telecommunications Union, World Internet Reports.
74 Patents granted to residents. Source: WIPO Intellectual Property Statistics.
75 Bilateral trade agreements and regional trade agreements that include conditions tightening intellectual property rights protection beyond the agreed levels of the TRIPS Agreement. Source: review of bilateral and regional trade agreements.
76 Share of ODA devoted to promoting green technologies. Source: OECD (www.oecd.org/dataoecd/50/17/5037721.htm).
77 Number of cases. Source: national Government documentation (no international data sets available).

See General Assembly resolution 41/128, arts. 1.2 and 3.1; General Assembly resolution 60/1, para. 10; and the Monterrey Consensus (A/CONF.199/11), paras. 3 and 23.


CO₂ emissions, kg per $1,000 (PPP) of GDP; CO₂ emissions per capita. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.


Value of tropical timber imports per capita. Source: national statistics (no international data sets available).

No data source identified to date.


Existence of requirement for consultation process in regulations governing foreign direct investment. Source: national documentation (no international data sets available).

Clean energy production as percentage of total energy supply. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.

See General Assembly resolutions 41/128, 9th, 11th, and 12th preambular paragraphs, arts. 3.2 and 7; and 60/1, paras. 5, 69–118.

Existence of national standards requiring transparency in payment arrangements to governments (home or host country) by businesses engaged in extractive industries vulnerable to capture by parties to violent conflict. Source: national legislation.

Measures of horizontal inequality or disparities between identity groups in the country: ratio of ethnic group to national average values for key socioeconomic indicators. Source: calculations based on national data disaggregated by ethnic group.

Participation in one or more international agreements or standards regulating trade in small arms (Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies). Source: Wassenaar Arrangement (www.wassenaar.org).


Security index in Commitment to Development Index. Source: Center for Global Development (www.cgdev.org/section/topics/aid_effectiveness). In the light of the conceptual and methodological considerations made in the present report, further research is required.

Annual number of civilian deaths per 100,000 population during years of and year following armed conflict. Source: UCDP/PRIO armed conflict data.

Adoption of a national plan of action in accordance with Security Council resolution 1325 (2000) on women and peace and security. Source: national sources (no international database available).

Existence of mechanisms for transitional justice within five years of cessation of hostilities. Source: national documentation (no international data sets).


UNHCR index of refugee burden. Source: UNHCR Statistical Yearbook.


Political stability and absence of violence index score, worldwide governance indicators. (www.worldbank.org/wbi/governance). In the light of the conceptual and methodological considerations made in the present report, further research is required.

See General Assembly resolution 41/128, second preambular paragraph, arts. 1.1, 2.3, 3.1, and 8.2.

Data on key socioeconomic indicators, disaggregated by major population group, including gender, race, ethnicity, and rural population. Source: national statistical data.


111 Existence of state reports. Source: OHCHR documentation.

112 Existence of relevant legislation or administrative instructions. Source: national constitution and legislation.


114 See ibid., 8th and 10th preambular paragraphs, arts. 3.3, 6, and 9.2; and General Assembly resolution 64/172, para. 9.

115 Human rights as an element of normative framework, analysis of critical constraints, and priority plan of action. Source: content review of relevant documents.


117 Human rights elements of institutional policy statements. Source: review of institutional statements (no data sets available).

118 Human rights impact assessments of WTO, IMF, and World Bank programmes. Source: studies from diverse origins (no data sets available to date).

119 See General Assembly resolutions 41/128, second and eighth preambular paragraphs, arts. 1.1, 5, 6, and 8.2; and 64/172, paras. 9 and 29.

120 Percentage of core human rights for which there are constitutional or legal protections and adjudicatory mechanisms. Source: content review of legal and administrative references (no data sets available).

121 Existence of legal protection for human rights defenders. Source: content review of legal and administrative references (no data sets available).

122 Budget provided for participatory processes. Source: country-specific budgets at ministerial level (no data sets available).

123 Existence of published guidelines in national and subnational ministries and agencies. Source: country-specific administrative information (no data sets available).

124 Existence of guidelines and procedures. Source: country-specific administrative information (no data sets available).

125 Further research required.

126 Further research required.


130 Existence of studies. Source: country-specific assessments (no international data sets available).

131 Existence of studies. Source: country-specific assessments (no international data sets available).

132 Existence of studies. Source: country-specific assessments (no international data sets available).

133 Ratio of value for marginalized population (ethnic group, racial group, women, disabled, aged, other identified groups) to national average for indicators under I (a) including health, education, housing, and water, work and social security, food security and nutrition. Sources: sources identified with regard to attribute 1 (a). Note: Millennium Development Goal monitoring guidelines recommend collection of disaggregated data.

134 Ratio of value for marginalized population to national average with access to antiretroviral drugs (Millennium Development Goal indicator 6.5). Note: Millennium Development Goal indicators guidelines recommend collection of disaggregated data.

135 Ratio of incarceration rate for marginalized population to national average. Source: national statistical data (no international data sets available).

136 Country-specific assessments. Source: no international data sets available.

137 See General Assembly resolution 41/128, arts. 3 and 10; General Assembly resolution 64/172, para. 10 (a); the Monterrey Consensus (A/CONF.198/11), paras. 7, 38, 53, 57, 62, and 63; and Human Rights Council resolution S-10/1, para. 3.
140 Ratio country average to high-income country average in average number of WTO representatives per country party to negotiations for multilateral trade agreement. Source: WTO delegations and negotiations records (no data sets available).
141 General Assembly resolutions 41/128, arts. 1.1, 2.3, 3.1, 6.3, 8.1, and 10; and 64/172, paras. 9, 10 (e), 27, and 28.
145 General Assembly resolution 41/128, first and second preambular paragraphs, arts. 1.1, 2.3, and 8.
146 Ratio of income of bottom quintile to bottom quintile population (by country). Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
147 Ratio of key socioeconomic outcome data between population groups (rural, female, ethnic group, linguistic group, racial group) and national average. Source: calculation based on disaggregated national data as in subcriteria 2 (c) (vi).
148 Ratio of combined school enrolment rate of poorest population quintile to wealthiest population quintile; public expenditure on economic infrastructure and services benefiting smallholders and business owners as percentage of GNI; ratio of income growth rate of poorest population quintile to income growth rate of wealthiest population quintile. Source: calculations based on national data (no international data sets available).
149 Ratio of average per capita GDP growth rate of poorest quintile of countries to average per capita GDP growth rate of wealthiest quintile of countries; ratio of under-five mortality rate average in least developed countries to rate in high-income countries; ratio of net secondary enrolment rate average in least developed countries to global average; ratio of percentage of children under 5 years who are shorter for age average in least developed countries compared to global average. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
150 Proportion of total OECD country imports from least-developed countries admitted free of duty (Millennium Development Goal indicator 8.6). Source: Millennium Development Goal indicators data set.
151 Foreign nationals of developing countries with valid work permits as percentage of high-income country labor force. Source: national data (no international data sets available).
152 Inflow of remittances. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
153 See Ibid., arts. 2.2 and 8.1 and Human Rights Council resolution S-10/1, para. 5.
154 Value of global funds (sum of ODA and private contributions) as percentage of global GNI made available to developing countries for activities mitigating the effects of climate change. Source: OECD aid statistics (www.oecd.org/dataoecd/50/17/5037721.htm).
156 Ratio of per capita CO2 emissions of high-income countries to those of developing countries (least-developed, landlocked, small-island developing states, low-income, middle-income countries). Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Online.
157 Value of compensation per capita for negative impact of development. Source: case specific information (no international data sets available).
158 Emergency response funds. Source: national budgets (no international data sets).


160 Year-to-year percentage change in total IMF credit and loans disbursed (net transfer IBD and IDA loans outstanding, official net transfer) in proportion to percentage change in GNI growth rate. Source: data from World Bank, *World Development Indicators and Global Development Finance.*

161 See General Assembly resolution 41/128, art. 8; and the Monterrey Consensus (A/CONF.198/11), para. 16.


164 Children involved in economic activity, child labor, and hazardous work. Source: ILO international programme on the elimination of child labor.


168 Landless agricultural laborers as proportion of rural labor force. Source: national statistical data (no international data sets).

169 National legislation on land rights. Source: national legislation (no international data sets).

170 National legislation and procedures. Source: review of national legislation and guidelines (no international indicator sets available).
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